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ABSTRACT

This study empirically tests a monetarist model of nominal income growth in the

United States during the period of fixed (1966.1-1973.2) and flexible (1982.1-1991.4)

exchange rates. It argues that domestic money is still an important variable in managing

domestic aggregate demand. However, in a world where national economies have become

increasingly more integrated, domestic monetary aggregates must be incorporated with other

economic variables to influence nominal income. The unstable MI velocity in 1982 and the

large and persistent change in dollar exchange rates in the 1980s have immediately raised

concerns to implement domestic policy taking into account international considerations. The

influence ofintemational factors on domestic income is analyzed in this study in terms oftwo

important channels oftransmission: exchange rate and world money supply. While the wide

range of variations in dollar exchange rate in recent years has been seen as useful indicator

ofeconomic conditions, it is also argued that the dollar value of world money supply shocks

are an important influence on nominal income.

The results of fitting a distributed lag or an Almon lag in a monetarist model of

nominal income reveal that M2 is a better predictor ofnominal income growth in the US after

1982. The M2 velocity in the 1980s is found to be stable in contrast to Ml velocity. In

addition to independent effect ofdomestic money (M2) on income, the dollar exchange rate

and the dollar value ofworld money supply exert significant influence on aggregate demand

during the flexible rate period. In fact, these variables have more lasting impact than standard
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money demand variable like the opportunity cost of money. Moreover, the income

regressions based on exchange rate and world money are able to forecast the growth rate in

MI and 112 velocities reasonably well. The paper concludes that both domestic money as

well as foreign money should be considered in analyzing fluctuations in nominal aggregate

demand in the United States especially during the flexible exchange rate period.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent monetary developments in the United States have posed new challenges for

achieving the traditional goals ofprice and output stability. There is a widespread perception

that the relationship between the money supply and the US economy suddenly fell apart in the

1980s, thus calling into question the use ofmonetary aggregates as guideposts for monetary

policy. Those suspicious of monetarism have the financial deregulation in 1980 and the

apparently decline in Ml velocity after 1981 to blame.1 Experience during this period

indicates that the long-standing relationships connecting growth in nominal GNP to the

growth in money supply have departed significantly from their historical norms, which made

the earlier focus on monetary targets inadequate (B. Friedman 1988a, 1988b). While the

existence of long and variable lags between monetary policy actions and economic results

seems to be a problem, both the money supply and interest rate targets have also foundered

1 The experience of the US monetary system at the outset of the 1980s cannot be
complete without mentioning the change in operating procedures being implemented by the
Federal Reserve on October 6, 1979. The new policy orientation had placed greater emphasis
on monetary aggregates and the new operating procedures necessary to achieve those targets.
However, experience with accelerating inflation and deepening economic recession had forced
the Fed to abandon this monetarist experiment on October 9, 1982, and eventually the stated
growth target for narrow Ml money stock. For a critical discussion of this event, see papers
published in American Economic Review (May 1984) under the section "Monetarism:
Lesson from the post-1979 Experience."



at one time or another in recent years to achieve GNP and price level goals. The breakdown

in these relationships has made policy decisions far difficult.

At the same time, experience with the flexible rate system since 1973 has indicated

that widely fluctuating movements in the dollar exchange rate have important implications on

domestic aggregate demand. The belief that flexible exchange rates would adjust to

differences in inflation rates among countries, while keeping at the same time the real

exchange rates stable, did not seem to hold up since 1973. More than twenty years of

experience with flexible rates has convinced everyone that the system has not worked well as

anticipated. Instead the variability ofthe nominal exchange rates has increased much more

than the variability of the ratio of relative price levels. The large and persistent change in

dollar exchange rates in the 1980s has made the US economy more vulnerable to

developments abroad, and this has immediately raised concerns to implement domestic policy

taking into account international considerations.

1.1 Overview of Monetary Policy Issues in the 1980s

Over the past thirty years, the implementation of monetary policy has long been

grounded on the perceived stable relationship between various measures of money and the

ultimate objectives of monetary policy.2 From 1950s to 1970s, despite some years of

2 That macroeconomic phenomena can be analyzed best in terms of the relationship
between the demand for and supply of money is the basic doctrine behind "monetarism."
Monetarism was born in the 1960s largely as a short-run forecasting tool to predict GNP
growth on the basis of monetary aggregates. It also involved a theory of inflation, i.e., the
argument that inflation was said to be explicable in terms of the rate ofgrowth of the money
supply. The link between money and economic activity has a long history in monetary
economics that includes major theoretical contributions by Milton Friedman (1967) and Karl
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unexplained behavior, monetary aggregates were able to provide an anchor for price and

output stability. As shown in Figure 1.1, the movement of Ml money stock has roughly

accounted for the movement of price inflation over those years. For the whole period 1960

to 1980, the levels of the rate ofgrowth of the money supply and inflation rate are about

equal in both directions. The most dramatic example was the experience with declining

money growth and declining inflation rate over a two-year period beginning in 19'15. By that

time most economists in the United States were convinced of the stability of the demand for

money and the ability ofmonetary aggregates to guide the economy. In fact, the same reliable

information i~ conveyed about nominal income growth in the US (Figure 1.2). Business-

cycle peaks are preceded by peaks in the money growth series over the same period, thus

confirming in the process most of the monetarist views.3

But all this had changed dramatically in the 1980s. Since 1980 monetary targetting

has ceased to be a reliable guide for monetary policy. The empirical regularities of money

demand that sremed to characterize the earlier periods suddenly disappeared, and instead the

Ml velocity drifted convincingly from its 1953-79 trend. This shift in money demand has

made the conduct ofmonetary policy based on Ml money stock more problematic.

Brunner (1968).

3 The econ')metric evidence likewise confirms the same impression. Using the standard
empirical test~ relating income growth and price inflation rate to information conveyed
by respective growth ofmoney aggregates, Benjamin Friedman (1993) was able to show that
the F-statistics in the nominal income and price equations were statistically significant
during the 1969-79 period. By contrast, the results were obscured when the period was
extended fron 1979 to 1982, with none of the money aggregates bearing a usefully
informative relationship to either nominal income or prices separately.
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The broader monetary aggregate M2, on the other hand, remains relatively stable over the

years and appears to be a useful target for policy. Evidence suggests that the volatility ofMl

gro\Vth on a quarter-to-quarter basis was relatively higher during 1979-83 than it had been

during the earlier periods (B. Friedman 1988). Moreover, the GNP-to-Iagged-Ml

correlation entirely fell apart after 1983, with a negative correlation that was never heard of

in the 1960s and 1970s. Even the monetarist contention that "inflation is and will ever be a

monetary phenomenon" was seriously challenged by developments in the 1980s. Despite a

rapid gro\Vth money gro\Vth in 1981-85, price inflation actually decelerated in 1985-87. At

a most basic level, policy makers cannot rely at all on money measures to predict the

economy, prompting some economists to proclaim the "death" of monetarism (Dewald

1988).

In the meanwhile, the increased recognition of international factors on the US

economy lurks at the background ofthis alleged failure to conduct monetary policy based on

purely domestic variables. An important aspect ofthis development is the view that exchange

rate changes in recent years have become so significant that a combination of money supply

and exchange rate strategies is "necessary for determining optimal discretionary responses,"

and that considerations of such will help validate short-run inflationary and output

developments in the US economy (Willet and Bremer 1985). Popular discussions indicate

that widely fluctuating exchange rates have macroeconomic effects on aggregate demand and

on prices, and thus serve as an important channel through which various forces including

domestic macroeconomic policies affect the economy. In this respect, the United States has

6



become much more like the smaller countries in the world who have long focused on the

importance of international economic developments in their domestic economic well-being.

Evidence from the 1980s seem to support this view ofgreater economic interaction.

Perhaps the dramatic rise of the dollar between 1979 and first quarter of 1985, a 73 percent

appreciation ofits trade-weighted value relative to ten industrial currencies, seems to set the

scenario for the deteriorating US trade position in the 1980s. Over the six year period

between 1980 and 1986, the trade deficit had increased to $143 billion or more than three

percent ofGNP.4 As the trade deficit rose, many US industries were particularly hard hit as

their demonstrated ability to compete in world markets all but collapsed. Moreover, as a

result of tremendous surge in foreign holdings in the domestic economy during the 1980s,

foreign investors have assumed an importance in US financial markets that was previously

unknown in modem times.

Under these circumstances, and considering the substantial exchange rate movements

in 1980s, it would be surprising if the earlier focus of monetary policy was not changed or

altered. In fact., it has been argued that the apparent instability in the demand for money can

be intimately linked to the strong influence of international factors in the US economy

(Brittain 1981, McKinnon 1982). While the strong form of this claim does not hold up to

4 In sharp contrast, a few decades before the deficit was about to surge in 1980s, the
average percent share per annum ofcurrent account to total GNP in the United States was
very small, from 0.2 percent in 1950s to 0.4 percent in 1960s and 0.1 percent in 1970s. "It
is little wonder (then)," as Benjamin Friedman (1988) argues, "that many analysts ofthe US
monetary poli"y during these decades practically ignored potential effects on real economic
activity via exchange rate channels." For a recent summary of the trade deficit issue,
see Martin Fe:dstein, "The Dollar and the Trade Deficit in the 1980s: A Personal View,"
NBER Workillg Paper # 4325 (April 1993).
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strong empirical testing yet, it seems that the increased importance placed on the exchange

rate in recent years does support tIus view ofinternational economic linkages.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

This dissertation is motivated by the recent controversy in monetary economics

arising from the alleged "collapse" of money-income and money-price relationships. The

issue appears ~o be ofgreater importance for macroeconomic policy because if monetari!Sm

is "dead", as some critics argued, then how to target monetary policy in terms of monetary

aggregates becomes extremely difficult. This study, however, maintains that domestic money

is still an important instrument in managing domestic aggregate demand. But in a world

where national economies have become increasingly more integrated, domestic monetary

aggregates mu~ be incorporated with other economic variables (primarily exchange rate) to

influence nonunal income. In short, it's domestic monetary control with an intcmational

perspective.

The intluence ofinternational factors on domestic income is analyzed in this study in

terms of two important channels of tranmission: exchange rate and world money supply.

While the wice range of variations in dollar exchange rate in recent years has been seen as

useful indicators ofunderlying economic conditions, it is also argued that the dollar value of

world money supply shocks are an important influence on nominal income. In as much as

"domestic percy can be improved through more regular and systematized exchange of

information wifu foreign authorities concerning economic developments and policy intentions"

(Kohn 1990), then considerations ofworld monetary variables presumably provide additional

8



infonnation to iomestic monetary policy. The maintained hypothesis is that under the flexible

system, the growth ofnational income is not only influenced by the domestic money supply

growth but also by changes in exchange rates and the dollar value ofworld money supply.

In particular, this study focuses on the following objectives:

(I) To provide evidence that the large and persistent movements in dollar~

rates in recent years have had significant effects on US nominal income, and that

under flexible system and global monetarism, the US economy is very much

influeI'ced by foreign monetary developments;

(2) TCJ provide new dimension on the usefulness of exchange rate as indicator for

policy and as an important channel through which domestic aggregate demand

is influenced;

(3) To provide evidence on the empirical regularity of money demand in the light

of recent controversies and to show the independent effect of domestic money,

in add.ition to exchange rate and world money variables, in the economy.

1.3 Organiz:uion of the Study

This dIssertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature of the

relationships between money and income vis-a-vis the major issues of instability in money

demand and CC'mplications arising from exchange rate changes in the 1980s. Since 1982 the

instability ofMI velocity has shifted monetary targetting to M2 demand given its ability to

predict well the growth ofnominal income. The persistent movements in the dollar exchange

rate in the 1Sf~OS are also analyzed and their implications on domestic aggregate demand

9



examined. The theoretical framework is presented in Chapter 3 where the interaction

between money and exchange rate regimes is discussed. It is shown theoretically that the

insulation prop~rty ofthe flexible rate system does not actually work as anticipated. Instead

the argument that world monetary conditions are being transmitted to domestic economy is

a realistic possibility under the flexible system. This is the basis of empirical investigation in

Chapter 4. Single equation regressions are estimated to establish the predictive ability of

domestic money, world money, and exchange rate on nominal income in the United States.

Finally, the paper concludes in Chapter 5 with policy implications derived from the model.

10



CHAPTER 2

VELOCITY AND EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES:
DfPLICATIONS FOR THE US ECONOMY IN THE 1980s

Two ohhe more important developments in monetary economics over the past decade

are the increased recognition ofthe importance ofintemational influences on the US economy

and the develorment ofsubstantial instabilities in the estimated demand for money functions

in the United States. This chapter examines these issues vis-a-vis the behavior of income

velocity of money in the 1980s and the wide movements in the value of the dollar and their

implications 0.1 domestic aggregate demand.

2.1 Ml Velocity in the 1980s

Perhaps at the center ofmonetarist controversy in the 1980s is the unusual instability

ofMl velocity and the breakdown offamiliar economic relationships based on Ml. The main

argument is th,at unstable velocitys reduces the predictability of money demand and thereby

S At its most basic level, the income velocity of money, conventionally measured by the
ratio of nominal GNP to nominal money stock, is perhaps one of the most closely studied
relationships in economics. Early reference to the concept of income velocity was made in
Irving Fisher's famous "equation of exchange" as an accounting identity equating nominal
output to nominal money stock multiplied by the average number of times each unit of
nominal money is used. Later Fisher argued that velocity is a stable function of some factors,
and using this assumption, Fisher's identity was transformed into a useful equation. Thus,
with constant velocity, an exogenously controlled money stock can be used to stabilize
nominal incerne growth, as implied in Fisher's equation. For the classical treatment of the
subject see Irving Fisher, The Purchasing Power ofMoney: Its Determination and Relation
to Credit, Interest, and Prices (MacMillan 1911). An example of historical overview of the
concept in recent years is found in Daniel Thornton (1983), "Why Does Velocity Matter?"
FRB S1. Louis Review.

11



renders monemy targetting more difficult. At the same time the instability in velocity raises

important questions on the relevance ofmonetarism and the ability of long-standing economic

relationships between money, nominal income, and prices to hold.

2.1.1 Understanding the Demand for Money

The idea that there exists a stable demand for money function has well-defined

theoretical fou~ldations. Milton Friedman's (1956) hypothesis that "the quantity theory is in

the first instance a theory ofmoney demand" underlies the primacy ofmoney demand issues

in monetary theory, and that as an economic relationship it has taken the appearance of a

well-established empirical truth. As Friedman further argues: "The quantity theory accepts

the empirical hypothesis that the demand for money is highly stable - more stable than

functions sucb as the consumption function that are offered as alternative key relations."

Traditional money demand formulation involves the use ofa scale variable like income

and interest rate as sine qua non of stable money demand. This implies that as an empirical

regularity, the; demand for money must be able to exhibit a set of necessary conditions for

money to exert an influence on the economy. Presumably, highly stable implies that the

parameters of the money demand do not change over time and consistent estimates are

maintained across samples. Moreover, the demand for money function can be predicted on

the basis of few variables that appear as arguments in the function, and that as a way of

establishing cc.Jsality, these variables must be able to link money to economic activity.

12



The same key relationships implied by this stability property of money demand are

reflected in a simple IS-LM model by Poole (1970). In this context, the existence of stable

money demand function provides policy makers with knowledge about the quantity of

money that is useful in the design of the transmission mechanism involving money, interest

rates, and nominal aggregate demand. Thus a monetary policy based on money supply target

is more effective than the one based on interest rate target if the variance of the money

demand function is relatively smaller than the variance of the IS curve.

The last three decades from 1950s to mid-1970s were precisely the period when the

application of monetarist ideas to policy came into new height, largely as a result of greater

confidence placed on the empirical regularity of money demand that "was well on its way

to replacing the Keynesian multiplier or the traditional Phillips curve as the central

(economic) relationship" (Laidler 1990). As a practical result, monetary targetting based

on narrow money stock Ml (consisting essentially ofcurrency and demand deposits) became

the focus of new operating procedures of the Federal Open Market Committee in October

1979. But even before that in the 1960s the Fed had already started to set targets for M 1

money supply. For reasons both theoretical and practical, "the demand for transactions

purposes seemed well worked out" and "it was straight forward that currency and demand

deposits were the two main ways ofeffecting transactions in the United States" (B. Friedman

1993). Earlier in 1978 the Federal Reserve had proposed a new system of reserve

requirements based more narrowly on "transactions balances", and this was the same system

the Congress passed as part of the Monetary Decontrol Act of 1980. Again Ml was at the

center of all these monetary developments.

13



But at the very time that this was happening, around 1974, various specifications of

money demand, including short-run and long-run models, began to break apart. The widely

differing estimates of income and interest elasticities show a specification problem that is

more complicated than estimated prediction errors indicated. This has led many people to

question the empirical regularity ofmoney demand and to wonder where the "missing money"

was.6 Suddenly the extent to which money growth targetting guided monetary policy became

unclear, and in 1982, with many difficulties encountered, the FOMC abandoned their

"monetarist eJl periment."

2.1.2 From "Missing Money" to "FaIling Velocity"

To translate the demand for money function into one describing velocity is to assume

an equality ofthe demand for and supply ofmoney. While the instabilities in money demand

were only considered an abberation in mid-1970s, the exact effect did not come into full view

until the problem of faIling velocity was recognized in 1982. By that time the nation's GNP

growth was so weak relative to the pace of monetary expansion that the velocity of money -

the ratio of GNP to Ml - dropped significantly below its historical trends. The problem of

"missing money" was easily supplanted by a more serious problem of "falling velocity", and

6 The first manifestation of the problem of "missing money" within a policy making
framework occured following the 1973-74 recession. During that time business recovered
sharply "despite Ml growth normally would have been consistent with a much slower
advance ofnowinal income." (See, for example, B. Friedman 1993). The problem was first
exposed by Goldfeld (1976) in an influential paper of the same title "The Case ofthe Missing
Money." Set; also the survey article of Judd and Scadding (1982) for a comprehensive
discussion ofp3.pers published after 1973 ofthis particular episode ofunstable money demand
in the United States.

14



since then, the world of monetary policy making in the United States was never the same

again. In fact, had the velocity growth not shifted in 1982, nominal GNP growth would have

been substantia!ly higher, and the recession presumably would not have been as lengthy or as

severe (Tatom 1983). The Council of Economic Advisers, in its 1982 report, implicitly

echoes the same concern:

The presumption, on the basis ofpast experience, is that most
velocitl changes are temporary. Thus, increasing the rate ofmonetary
growth in response to temporary declines in velocity runs the risk of
providing excessive liquidity and increasing inflation, while a failure
to recognize a continuing shift in liquidity preference or velocity runs
the ris!: of providing inadequate liquidity and reducing real GNP.
(p. 2~~

Figure 2.1 shows that the behavior of Ml velocity after 1982 was "historically atypical."

Between 1959 and 1981, the velocity ofMl was relatively stable, with only a small break

around 1973, j.Jst prior to the 1974-76 "missing money" period. On annual basis, it grew at

an average ofJ.2 percent rate with a standard deviation of 1.20 percent. In contrast, the Ml

velocity fell at 2.9 percent per year during the 1982-86 period with a standard deviation of

5.67 percent (Rasche 1989). Indeed this velocity shift after 1982 appears rather substantial

considering the almost stable velocity trends for the past thirty years.

Understanding velocity trends suggests that declines in velocity in the United States

are not unprecedented.7 There have been occasions when considerable breakdowns in

velocity have been noted. While the significance of earlier breaks cannot be appropriately

7 As Willi(lm Poole (1988) indicates, analysis ofvelocity trends has a long history. For
example, back as far as 1963, Irving Fisher wrote that improvements in communications and
transportation would have a positive effect on velocity, while Friedman and Schwartz
attributed the postwar rise in velocity to increased confidence concerning economic stability.
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dismissed, the recent breakdown is special for its intensity and persistence. Tatom (1983)

provides evidence on the timing ofvelocity decline and economic recession between 1948 and

1982. In tenns of sheer size, the growth of velocity during the 1981-82 recession was the

largest at 4.3 percent. At the same time it registered the largest increase in the unemployment

rate compared to other recessions with almost similar decline in growth rate ofvelocity. 8

But still the 1982 velocity behavior, as Milton Friedman (1987) argues, is not fully

understood. For ifunstable velocity underlies the failure of monetarism, "then how the devil

was it ever a success back during the period (1946-70) when the variability ofvelocity was

much greater than it is in (1982)?" In his view the decline in velocity was caused primarily

by the increased volatility of money growth following the change in Federal Reserve's

operating procedures in October 1979. The shift in operating targets from federal funds rate

to nonborrowed reserves has increased the degree ofuncertainty in the economy and thereby

caused the public's demand for money to shift upwards. The problem, according to Friedman,

is not the absence ofa good model to explain the movements in velocity in recent years, but

the fact that a major source offluctuations in velocity has been the fine tuning attempts by the

Fed to influence the situation. Based on this, the velocity decline does not, in any way,

undermine monetarism; instead, it strengthens the monetarist proposition of a constant growth

rule ofthe money supply. In the words ofFriedman (1987):

8 Actually, ~xcept for the 1973-75 recession, the growth rate ofvelocity was negative in
the last eight recessions. Tatom considers the velocity movements in the 1973-75 recession
more anomalous (than the recent break) when the money demand significantly shifted
downwards during the period. For other details ofvelocity change in historical perspective,
see John A. Tatom's article in Review (August/September 1983).
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The point I want to make here is simple. We cannot look at
(the) chart and then go around talking about the terrible movements
in velodty of recent periods have disconfinned everything that those
of us who have been studying money for some 30 years have
concluded from the past. Therefore the real issue is not monetarism
versus fiscal policy. The real issue is fine tuning versus establishing a
stable framework of both monetary and fiscal policy to whcih the
economy can adjust. And let's by all means draw the conclusion that
the instibility ofvelocity means that we cannot depend on short-tenn
movenents in money. The problem is the implication that there is
something else we can depend on. (p. 15)

While Friedman's volatility hypothesis may be correct (Mascaro and Meltzer 1983, Hall and

Noble 1987, Marlow 1991), the evidence in the post-1979 data suggests the contrary.9 Four

years after Milton Friedman reaffinned the reliability of Ml as an indicator of aggregate

demand despi~e the acceleration in time lag, Benjamin Friedman (1988) has countered with

new evidence fhowing the full extent of the collapse ofMl's relationship to both income and

prices. The correlation ofmoney, income, and prices in 1979-82, a period in which the high

volatility in mll.ley growth is observed, did not only drop in value (as in the case ofMl and

inflation) but also showed the absence ofany statistical significance at all (as in the case of

MI-GNP relationship). Indeed to accept the weakness ofvelocity in 1982 as a mere historical

abberation haf been anything but reassuring.

9 See, for example, W. Douglas McMillin, "The Velocity ofMl in the 1980s: Evidence
from a Multivariate Time Series Model," Southern Economic Journal, January 1991, pp.
634-48. Using a velocity function similar to Friedman, McMillin perfonns both historical
decomposition and variance decomposition analysis for the 1982.1-1988.4 period of
unstable Ml velocity. He concludes that the misbehavior ofMI velocity in recent years stems
from a shift in "'Jle process generating velocity and does not merely reflect unusual variability
in the detenninants ofvelocity.
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2.1.3 The Changing Financial Environment and Reasons for Ml Velocity

Decline

As earlier mentioned, the monetary environment in the 1980s has created some

conditions that were to have an impact on the formulation of monetary policy during the

period. In fac,t, a number of economists point to the deregulation of financial sector in the

United States as an important factor for the unusual decline in velocity. It has been argued

that financial ir.novations10 that affect the availability offinancial assets and the opportunity

costs ofholding money balances have altered the relations between the monetary aggregates

and broader economic conditions.

A coml)ination ofmarket developments and regulatory reforms characterized the rapid

changes in financial system under the Monetary Decontrol Act of 1980. Most important of

these is the introduction ofnew or modified financial assets, including assets that can be used

for making transactions. In the 1980s, the Fed has broadened the definition ofMl to include

other checkable deposits (OCDs) - primarily composed ofnegotiable orders ofwithdrawals

(NOW accounts), automatic transfer service (ATS accounts), and credit union share drafts.

10 It must be emphasized, however, that financial innovations did not occur only in the
1980s. The changes in the financial system that were implemented over the earlier
decade and a halfare also well known. During the 1970s, for example, most of the important
innovations (such as new and interest-bearing assets like money market mutual funds and
overnight repurchase agreements) tended to reduce the demand for Ml, in sharp contrast to
innovations ofthe 1980s that may have increased Ml money demand. The high and variable
interest rate of me 1970s had caused a significant shift to these new assets, thus reducing the
demand for Ml. For a discussion of this issue on financial deregulation, see James
L. Pierce, "Did Financial Innovation Hurt the Great Monetarist Experiment?" American
Economic Review, May 1984, pp. 392-96. See also Andrew B. Abel and Ben S. Bemanke,
Macroeconomics, 2nd edition, 1992.
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At the same time, the rapid growth ofNOW and ATS accounts coincided with large

inflows of other liquid assets such as savings deposits, money market deposit accounts

(MMDAs), and money market mutual funds shares. It has been suggested that such inflows

have distorted Ml demand compared to its historical determinants. Lindsey (1982) estimates

that in 1981, for example, a year after the nationwide introduction of NOWs, the actual

velocity ofMl grew slowly relative to the trend abstracting from the effects ofOCDs. The

Ml velocity would have been higher by a 2.75 percentage points ifOCDs had never been

introduced. II

Related to this are the effects of market interest rate on the cost of holding money.

Traditional theories ofmoney demand identify interest rates as one principal determinant of

velocity, such that a decline in the interest rate will cause the demand for money to rise

relative to GNP and consequently velocity to fall. Popular discussions indicate that the

financial innovations of the 1980s have altered the sensitivity of Ml balances to interest

rates. In particular, financial innovations produced new and close substitutes for deposit and

currency components ofMl and heightened the sensitivity of these components to changes

in interest rates.

It is reasonable to believe that velocity trends have responded to these changes in

interest rates. The problem with a high interest elasticity ofMI is that, given a small decline

in the interest rate to influence Ml, income will not be expected to change significantly

II Lindsey also provides estimates of growth rates of velocity of other monetary
aggregates. See David Lindsey, "Recent Monetary Developments and Controversies,"
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 1982.
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because a small reduction in interest rates has little impact on spending, thus causing M1

velocity to drop unexpectedly. Rasche (1989) is able to show this relation by examining

regression equations for the changes in the log of M1 velocity and changes in nominal

interest rate, each against a constant and a dummy variable, for the period beginning in

December 1981. His results indicate that a substantial drift in M 1 velocity in the early 1980s

moved in the same direction as that of the observed drift in nominal interest rates, both for

long- and short-term rates. It's also possible, according to Bazdarich (1987), that the

disinflation process in the United States in the 1980s has contributed to structural shift in the

demand for money function. Since 1981 a sharp drop in velocity relative to trend has

occured given a very abrupt drop in inflation rate. In contrast, the slow but steady increase

in velocity of the 1960s and 1970s is also consistent with a steady acceleration in inflation

over the same period. When inflation (and presumably inflationary expectations) is

declining, the demand for money should rise if deposit rates are rigid, and the velocity of

money should fall. It has been argued that disinflation and the associated decline in market

interest rates substantially reduced the opportunity costs of holding money relative to GNP.

Such being the case, the falling velocity ofthe 1980s can be explained by this disinflation-

type phenomenon (Judd 1983, Tatom 1983a, 1983b),t2

12 Empirically, Rasche (1989) also investigates the hypothesis that the observed change
in velocity behavior is a result of a break in inflationary expectations. He argues that if the
postwar period through 1980 is characterized by a steady upward drift in inflation, then it is
reasonable to conjecture that it has been associated with the observed positive drift in
nominal interest rates. Moreover, he argues that if inflation expectations stabilized at a lower
rate in the early 1980s, it is reasonable to conclude that there has been no drift in interest
rates over this period.
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While much ofthe literature has treated the 1980s velocity puzzle as a consequence

offinancial innovations, the empirical evidence does not seem to bear on these issues. More

than a decade has passed since the "great velocity decline" but a consensus has yet to emerge

to fully explab it.

2.1.4 Implications of Unstable Ml Velocity

The quantity theory of money states nominal income is equal to money stock

multiplied by iu velocity. Ifvelocity is stable, changes in money stock may have predictable

effect on real output or prices (or both) in the short run, but will result primarily in price level

changes in the long run. Thus, from a perspective ofmonetary policy, the reason for desiring

a reasonably st'lble velocity is clear: growth in money supply can be used to stabilize nominal

income growtn.

Milton Friedman presented evidence ofclose relation between the growth rate in Ml

and in nominal GNP for the period 1979-83. Most striking is the one-to-one relation between

ups and downs in Ml growth and in GNP growth one quarter later, with a correlation of .45

for the perioJ as a whole. Stronger evidence is made when the analysis is extended

backwards for longer periods. The relation between the growth rate in Ml and in nominal

income suggests a correlation of .72 from 1871 to 1981, or .75 for the 24 years from 1960

to 1983. After recognizing the robustness of his results, Friedman writes: "Two things are

notable about the relation between money and income in these years: first, the lag is both

shorter on the werage and less variable in earlier years, second, the relation is unusually close.

r believe that both are a consequence of the exceptionally large fluctuations in Ml growth.
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The effect was to enhance the importance of the monetary changes relative to the numerous

other factors affecting nominal income and thereby to speed up more consistently the

reaction" (p. 399).

However, in the 1980s, the same predictable relationships that were previously taken

to support a central role for money did not hold up. After 1983, the volatility ofMl money

growth rate did not only remain high, but a positive correlation between lagged Ml and

nominal GNP ,~ompletely fell apart. Indeed a negative correlation of .10 between lagged Ml

and GNP was very unusual.

Empirical evidence of a deteriorating money-income relationship are even more

compelling. ~tudies incorporating a 81. Louis-type,13 reduced-form equation, suggest a

systematic overprediction of GNP growth when fitted for data in the 1980s. In fact, the

forecast of elTors was greatest after 1982 when a number of financial innovations were

introduced and the Fed had de-emphasized MI as a policy guide (Simpson 1984). Moreover,

using the same 81. Louis equation estimated for another period 1960.1-1979.3, Benjamin

Friedman was able to show that the inclusion ofdata in the 1980s significantly reduced the

equation's coefficient ofdetermination, from .32 (for samples estimated in 1960.1-1979.3) to

.11 (for the period 1960.1-1986.4), and to .02 (for samples without the 1960s, 1970.3-

1986.4).

13 The well-known 81. Louis reduced-form equation as introduced by Andersen and
Jordan (1968) relates growth in nominal GNP to contemporaneous and lagged growth in Ml
and a fiscal VID iable. This approach allows for lags between changes in money and income,
and thus forecasts from such an equation should be affected less than velocity by large
variations in money growth (Simpson 1984). It is assumed that when the coefficients ofthe
S1. louis reduced-form equation are constant over time, the predictive ability of Ml to
predict growth in nominal GNP is thereby enhanced.
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One e},.1)lanation is that the nationwide availability ofNOW accounts has altered the

interest sensi!:.ivity of Ml and consequently the cost of holding money. Moreover, the

introduction c-fmoney substitutes such as repurchase agreements and certified deposits has

caused a surge in demand for Ml since 1985. Taken together, these developments imply a

downward shift in the Ml velocity growth rate and as a result the assumption of stability

implied in the S1. Louis equation is no longer plausible, thereby weakening at the same time

the stability of\l1-GNP link (Baghestani 1990).14

Similar evidence ofa breakdown in relation between Ml and nominal GNP can be

found in predi.ctions derived from money-demand models. While a Goldfeld-type money

demand equaticn perfonned quite well prior to mid-1970s, its behavior became erratic in the

1980s as shown by sizable underpredietions that occured in 1982 and 1983. For example,

between 1974 and 1986, the size of the standard error of estimate was increased to .84

percent. In contrast, a smaller error (.42 percent) was registered in 1952-79, but extending

the period further to 1986 only raised the standard error to .61 percent. Indeed attempts to

corne up with better representations ofmoney-income relationship in the 1980s "have met at

14 Specifically, Baghestani notes that the observed downward shifts in intercept tenn (one
for 1981.2-1983.1, and the other for 1985.3-1987.3) presumably led the Fed to deemphasize
Ml-targeting .in October 1982 and abandon Ml since 1987. Estimates from St. Louis
reduced-fonn equation for the period 1962.1-1987.4 indicate that the immediate and first
period effects ofgrowth rate ofMl on nominal GNP growth rate are no longer significantly
different from zero. Thus Baghestani concludes that the St. Louis equation should be
respecified to reflect the effect offinancial innovation on the stability ofMI-GNP link. For
other evidenct, see Simpson (1984), Porter et. al. (1979), and Garcia and Pak (1979).
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best with very limited success."15 In the meanwhile, the same story is approximately the

same for money-price relationship.

2.2 M2 Velocity in the 1980s

In 1987, doubts about the stability of future Ml velocity growth have shifted

emphasis of the Federal Reserve away from Ml and towards the broader aggregate M2 as

a monetary target. The reason being that the behavior of M2 offers more useful information

about nominal aggregate demand and thus allows monetary policy actions to have more

predictable impact on domestic economy.

2.2.1 M2 Velocity and Its Opportunity Cost

The use of M2 as an intermediate target by the Fed is motivated, in part, by the

perceived stability of M2 velocity. As shown in Figure 2.1, M2 velocity appears to be

unaffected by changes in the economic environment in the 1980s. Although the measure

at times has fluctuated significantly above its long-run average for several years, it is

essentially trendless both before and after the early 1980s. This tendency of M2 velocity to

fluctuate around a constant level since 1955 confirms the predictability of this measure

(Figure 2.2).

15 The specific results cited here are from B. Friedman (1988) and Simpson (1984). For
a more recent evidence, see Benjamin Friedman, "The Role of Judgment and Discretion in
the Conduct of Monetray Policy: Consequences of Changing Financial Markets," NBER
Working Paper # 4599 (December 1993), pp. 1-49. Even most studies based on the vector
autoregressive (VAR) methodology failed to support the stability of money-income and
money-price relationships in the 1980s. See, for example, Friedman and Kuttner (1990).
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Perhaps one reason why M2 velocity is trendless, despite the observed trends in

interest rates that could have disrupted the demand for M2, is the close positive correlation

between M2 v~locity and its opportunity cost, measured as the spread between the yield on

a short-term Treasury security and the weighted average return on M2. Over a longer period

through the late 1980s, the observed movements in M2 velocity from its long-run average

appear to be accompanied by comparable movements in M2 opportunity cost (Figure 2.3).

The fact that l'.K2 opportunity cost has the tendency to always return to its long-run average

level may also provide "an economic rationale for M2 velocity to do the same" (Hallman and

Anderson 1993).

The implication ofthis on a stable growth for M2 demand is clear. In the case where

rates on the coJl1ponents ofM2 can not adjust as fast as changes in market rates, the increase

in opportunity :ost ofM2 would result into slower money growth relative to income growth,

and consequently, velocity would increase. However, once the rates ofM2 ultimately adjust

point-for-point with changes in market rates, M2 opportunity cost would begin to narrow,

and as M2 gl Jwth rises relative to income growth, M2 velocity is also expected to move

toward its trend level. In such a case, the opportunity cost is stationary around a trendless

differential, and the velocity of M2 will also be trendless. Since the opportunity cost of

money would Iiot change, both the M2 demand and velocity would be independent ofchanges

in interest rates. Thus in the long run interest rate trends would not affect M2 velocity.

However, in the short run where changes in the opportunity cost ofM2 are largely

driven by changes in market rates, M2 demand will still be affected by any change in interest

rates. The rear:on being that as the rates ofvarious components ofM2 adjust instantaneously
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but only partially to changes in market rates, both M2 velocity and its opportunity cost would

move in the same direction. Research on money demand provides evidence that M2 in the

1980s partial:y responded to the relationship of deposit rates to changing market rates.

However, unlike the demand for Ml, the deregulation and financial innovations in the 1980s

has not altered the behavior ofM2.16

2.2.2 The Stability of M2 Demand

A stabli~ demand for M2 implies the existence of small unpredictable changes in M2

velocity relative to changes in nominal income. Equivalently, if demand for M2 can be

predicted using a small number ofvariables, then M2 offers useful information that can be

exploited to inHuence the growth ofnominal expenditures. This condition is reasonably well

satisfied for many years. Since the founding ofthe Federal Reserve in 1913, M2 and nominal

income have grown at approximately the same rate, suggesting the existence ofa relatively

simple and er.during relationship between the two (Carlson and Byrne 1992). Table 2.1

suggests that over the last three decades, movements in nominal GDP in the US are positively

related to lagged growth in M2 money stock. For example, for the period 1980-88, the

16 To further explain this point, the rates paid on various components ofM2 [such as
small time deposits, money market deposit accounts (MMDAs) and money market mutual
funds (MMMFs)] change promptly with changes in market rates. In contrast, the rates paid
on NOWs an<: savings deposits change only slowly as market rates change. Thus, when
market rates fall, the attractiveness of holding NOWs and savings deposits is increased as
the spread betV'.'een market rates and the rates they offer narrows. Consequently individuals
substitute out ofsmall time deposits, MMDAs and MMMFs into NOWs. However, since all
these deposits Me within M2, the increase in demand for NOWs is simply offset by reduced
demand for other deposits, leaving the total demand for M2 unchanged. See, for example,
Hetzel (1989) for a discussion ofthis issue.
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average annucJized growth rate ofM2lagged two years (9.0 percent) corresponds well to

average annualized growth rate of7.8 percent for nominal GDP. Between 1989 and 1991,

the average annualized growth rates of income (5.0 percent) and lagged M2 (5.2 percent)

became fairly closer (Hetzel 1992).17 The strong M2-GNP link is consistent with the greater

emphasis by th'~ Fed to target M2 than other monetary aggregates, "at times suggesting that

relationships based on M2 may (now) be settling into a new, more usefully exploitable

stability after a period of disequilibrium due to changing market structures" (B. Friedman

1993). In addition, it has been argued that M2 outperforms potential new candidate measures

of money.

The empirical evidence for a stable M2 money demand are equally reassuring. Moore,

Porter and Small (1990) specifY a short-run M2 demand in the United States using an error

correction framework. This specification involves a long-run equilibrium money demand

function and a dynamic error correction adjustment. In this approach, the long-run

relationship between M2, income, and opportunity cost is first estimated in levels, and the

estimated residuals from this equation are then used in an error-correction model to specify

the system's sI-.ort-run dynamics. Ifthe coefficient on the error correction term is negative,

then the short-run convergence ofM2 to its equilibrium value is expected. This implies that

M2 velocity i£. stationary with a tendency to always return to its long-run trendless value.

17 Intere.5tingly, both M2 and nominal GDP growth rates remained close despite the
deregulation and financial innovations in the 1980s. During the deregulation years (1966
80), the average growth rate for nominal GDP is 9.2 percent while 8.7 percent for M2. Since
then their growth rates have slowed down - averaging 6.1 percent and 6.7
percent,respectively. See Dewald (1994).
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Year

TABLE 2.1.

GROWTH RATES OF NOMINAL GDP
AND M2 LAGGED TWO YEARS

GDP Growth (Annual) M2 Growth (Annual)

1973 U.8 12.1

1974 8.1 12.5

1975 8.7 9.9

1976 U.S 6.1

1977 11.6 9.3

1978 13.1 13.0

1979 U.S 12.7

1980 8.8 8.5

1981 11.9 8.3

1982 3.9 8.0

1983 8.1 9.4

1984 10.9 9.3

1985 6.9 12.5

1986 5.7 8.2

1987 6.4 8.9

1988 7.9 8.2

1989 7.0 6.6

1990 5.1 5.2

1991 2.9 3.9

SOURCE: Hetzel (1992)
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Between 1961-86, it was found that a short-run money demand based on this

specification is relatively stable. Despite the financial deregulation and disinflation that

oeeured in the 1980s, both the in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts of the model are able

to predict M2 growth precisely. But perhaps a more significant result of the model is the

evidence oflarge short-run interest elasticities ofM2 demand. Moore et. al. have shown not

only the differential adjustment in rates ofdifferent components ofM2, but have also argued

that the sluggish adjustments of M2 deposit rates relative to market rates have substantial

short-run effects on M2 demand, and consequently on its velocity. Since changes in the

market rates m~re or less reflect similar changes in M2 opportunity cost,18 one might expect

the demand f(lr M2 to be relatively stable in a sense ofM2 velocity being stable.

Further evidence concerning the stability ofM2 is presented by Mehra (1991) using

the same appwach oferror-correction and cointegration. Over the postwar period, the results

of stationarity tests indicate that the M2 velocity series tends to gravitate around a fixed

value. While tl'.e divergence between real M2 and real income can occur for some years, the

divergence between the two series does not grow over time and, more importantly, they seem

to form a cointegrating relationship in the long run. Once again this confirms the strong link

between M2 arid nominal income and is consistent with other studies that used different forms

18 Actually the innovation ofthe :MPS model lies in the way in which the opportunity cost
is measured. Unlike in earlier studies of demand for money, in which the cost of holding
money is simply defined as the interest income foregone, the opportunity cost in:MPS model
is given by the spread between the three-month Treasury bill rate and the average weighted
return on M2 This definition seems appropriate during the 1980s where explicit interest
payments on flome types of deposits were allowed for the first time. Since then most
empirical stu ~ies on money demand have adopted this definition of opportunity cost as
originally described in the MPS model.
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oferror correction procedures to establish the stability of this ratio ofM2 to income (Ramey

1993, Feldstein and Stock 1993).

More 1~ently also Hetzel (1992) has examined the parameter stability and prediction

errors from estimated M2 money demand equations from 1919 to 1991. Similar to the model

estimated by Friedman and Schwartz (1982), real M2 is regressed on real output and

opportunity CJst variables measuring the rate of return on financial market assets and on

physical assets. The overall results support the existence ofhistorically stable demand for real

M2 in both levels and first differences, with estimated prediction errors of2.2 percent and 1.0

percent, respectively. In particular until 1988, changes in real income and opportunity cost

provide systematic changes to real demand for M2 although prediction errors started to

increase in latl,; 1990.

Implicit in the stability analysis ofM2 is the usefulness of this aggregate in influencing

US monetary policy actions in most recent years. Within the Federal Reserve System M2 has

assumed an important role in policy analysis that was once accorded to Ml in previous

decades. This increased confidence in M2 can be gleaned from the Fed's p* model of

inflation, whie ~ shows a reliable long-run link between M2 and the price level. The model

is motivated, m. part, by the stability ofM2 velocity which according to Hallman, Porter, and

Small (1991) provides a basis for choosing M2 as the most reliable anchor for the price level.

Thus, essentiaily the future price level can be determined by the future courses ofonly M2,

potential real GNP, and long-run velocity. The model's empirical results appear to be

encouraging. For one, the model outperfonns a simple version of the more traditional
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approach that relates changes in inflation to the "output gap." Moreover, the model's

coefficients are stable over a 33-year period.

2.2.3 The Recent Behavior ofM2 and Nominal Income

The pl'edictability ofM2 and its velocity for most of the 1980s makes M2 a useful

definition of money for monetary policy. But recent behavior of M2 suggests that the

relationships t etween M2 and variables such as interest rates and income began to go off

track. Since late 1990, the growth ofM2 appears to have slowed down, resulting also in the

growth ofnominal GDP that is slower than anticipated. Moreover, M2 velocity rises above

its long-run av,:rage (1955-89) despite the observed drop in M2 opportunity cost during the

same period. Collins and Edwards (1994) estimated that between 1991.1 and 1993.4, M2

demand was overpredicted by an average of 2.5 percentage points per quarter or roughly

about $380 billion by the end of 1993.

One popular explanation that is advanced to account for this unexplained weakness

in M2 in the 1a5t two years is the restructuring of thrift industry in 1988. Economists (Carlson

and Parrot 1991, Duca 1993) who believe in this explanation argue that the thrift

restructuring altered the pricing behavior of most deposits that were previously controlled by

the thrift institutions. Prior to the thrift industry restructuring, deposit rates in savings and

loans are relatively higher than market rates. But when thrift deposits are liquidated and old

contracts abrogated, suddenly the above-market rates offered by the thrifts are no longer

available. As!!. result, the opportunity cost ofholding M2 balances increase and depositors
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transfer funds out ofM2 into other investments like bonds and equity mutual funds that yield

higher returns to consumers (Anderson 1994).

This overprediction of M2 demand (underprediction of M2 velocity) immediately

raises questio:1s about the stability of broad monetary aggregate and its relationship to

nominal inco.ne. For one, there are those who view the recent behavior of M2 as an

indication that M2 may not be an appropriate monetary target at all (Higgins 1992) and that

other reliable aggregates should be considered (poole 1991).19 There are also others who

suggest that, on empirical grounds, the recent weakness in M2 is a sign of parameter

instability inherent in M2 money demand (Baum and Furno 1990).

Yet, as M2 advocates argue, the weakening of growth rates of M2 and nominal

income in the last two years is only temporary. Despite the rise in output growth that is

attributed to Ml growth in recent recovery from 1990-91 recession, M2 remains a good

predictor of income. As Thornton (1994) elaborates: "... the recent rise in output growth

is a nonnal cyclical pattern unrelated to monetary policy, and that the recovery was unusually

slow because monetary policy, as reflected by the slow growth of M2, was unduly

restrictive. II O~ the other hand, according to Hetzel (1992), the unpredictable changes in real

M2 money d~mand in recent years do not really undermine the changes in nominal

expenditures. This is because the magnitude ofunpredictable changes in the demand for real

19 Some of these proposed aggregates include MZM (M2 less small time deposits plus
assets of institution-only money market mutual funds), M2E (M2 plus assets of institution
only money funds), M2BF (M2 plus bond mutual funds), and the most recent M2+ (M2 plus
household holdings ofbond and equity mutual funds). For a critique of these measures, see
Collins and Ecwards (1994).
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M2 is relativdy small in comparison to the magnitude of changes in other determinants of

nominal income - i.e., changes in nominal M2 and predictable changes in M2 velocity.

It's also possible that the behavior of M2 is affected by the financial changes that

occured recer:tly in the United States (e.g., restructuring of savings and loan industry).

Carlson and Parrot (1991) argue that because of thrift restructuring the pricing behavior of

individual depi/sit components within M2 is changed and consequently the true opportunity

cost of holding M2 balances. Earlier models of M2 demand (such as the MPS model of

Federal Reserve System) measure M2 opportunity cost as the difference between the short

term Treasury rete and the weighted average return on M2. The problem is this measure does

not capture the change in deposit pricing behavior due to restructuring.

Thus, Carlson and Parrot develop an alternative model to MPS by using a different

measureof~ opportunity cost defined as the weighted average ofdifferences between each

M2 component and market interest rate ofcomparable maturity. A thrift deposits variable

is also includE j to account for deposit pricing effects. The results offitting these variables

in an error-co~ectionmoney demand equation are consistent with the view that the recent

weakness ofM..2 is related to thrift restructuring. Both the changes in a new measure ofM2

opportunity cost and in thrift deposits are able to explain the adjustment ofmoney demand

to its long-run equilibrium level.

Feirum''1 and Porter (1992) work on the same approach ofredefining the opportunity

cost similar to that of Carlson and Parrot. Their model shows that money demand is

significantly determined by the yields on long-term Treasury instruments and consumer debt,

and that the "eakness in M2 demand can be explained by a steep yield curve. Another
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approach expands the dependent variable to include the public's holdings of bond mutual

funds. For example, Duca (1993) found that both the assets ofbond mutual funds and RTC

activity helped explain the missing M2.

We conclude by posing the same question: how useful is M2 as a monetary target?

The evidence 'we have gathered so far suggest that the demand for M2 is relatively stable and

is still a good predictor of income despite its weak performance

during the most recent business cycle.

2.3 The Dollar and the US Economy

Another important aspect ofpolicy making in the 1980s is the increased recognition

ofthe role ofinternational factors under the flexible exchange rate system. It has been argued

that as the economies in the world become highly integrated, the domestic policy setting must

be able to reflect the complications arising from international factors. There is little

disagreement that the US economy now is relatively more open than before and that

movements in exchange rates in recent years have had strong influence on the domestic

aggregate derr.and.

2.3.1 The US Experience Under the Floating System

When the Bretton Woods adjustable-peg system was abandoned in March 1973, a

renewed optimism for achieving domestic macroeconomic control dawned upon the world

economy. Much of the criticism against the fixed system is that it undermines the ability of

domestic economy to insulate itself from disturbances originating abroad, and these
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constraints on independence have probably hindered individual nations' decisions about

domestic macroeconomic stability. Thus, when the new system offlexible rates was put in

place, a number of economists were convinced that "they are a means of permitting each

country to seek monetary stability according to its own lights, without either imposing its

mistakes on its neighbors or having their mistakes imposed on it" (Friedman 1953).20

The rf.ason for a shift in consensus among policy makers is clear. In the 19605 the

world economy was almost at the brink of disintegration. Despite the sustained increases in

growth experie~ced by the US and Europe, the problem oflarge differentials in inflation rates

among countries had become insurmountable. With the US dollar as the key currency in the

world, the US had the advantage of setting the trend in world inflation rates at the expense

of other countries' autonomy to pursue their own macroeconomic policy. For example,

disturbances arising from fiscal and monetary policy actions are not immediately bottled up

under the pegged rates; instead, they indirectly affect the balance of payments and the level

of international reserves, and ultimately the control of domestic money stock.

Flexible exchange rates were then viewed as a necessary step in restoring order to the

world of inte'11ational trade and finance by allowing countries to enjoy independence in

setting their domestic macroeconomic policies. Conceivably, the exchange rate policy and

20 Another classic academic case for flexible rates was made by Harry G. Johnson in "The
Case for Flexible Exchange Rates, 1969" Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, vol. 51
(June 1969), PP. 12-24. To quote Johnson's perceptive assessment of the system during the
late 1960s: "The fundamental argument for flexible exchange rates is that they would allow
countries autor.omy with respect to their use of monetary, fiscal and other policy instruments
... The argumeilt for flexible exchange rates can be put more strongly still: flexible exchange
rates are essen<ial to the preservation ofnational autonomy and independence consistent with
efficient orgamzation and development ofthe world economy." (p.13).
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monetary independence become reconciliable. By adopting a floating rate, the transmission

ofshocks from abroad will be cut and monetary authority in each country will be able to gain

full control ofnominal money stock that it sacrifices under a fixed rate system. So strong was

the confidence placed on the flexible rate system that by the end of 1975 almost everyone

believed that the system had worked reasonably well.

But experience has shown that the insulating properties of floating rates were

exaggerated (Dornbusch 1983, Obstfeld 1985). Ten years after the insulation position of the

floating rate was hailed as a success, the global economic and political environment had

become more sensitive to persistent shifts in both nominal and real exchange rates. Whitman

(1984) has argued that the shift from fixed to flexible rates "has simply rerouted the pathways

by which disturbances are transmitted internationally." The indirect transmission that occured

under the fixed rate is simply dominated by more direct impact on relative prices, costs, and

competitiveness ofthe current account under the floating system. At a most basic level, the

degree of interdependence is even greater, ifnot the same.21

Perhaps a major reason to explain this is the failure ofpurchasing power parity to hold

under the flexible system. Whether in its absolute or relative form, PPP does not conform

well with the experience of the US under the floating rate and, in fact, is a "poor description

21 Obstfeld (1985) presents evidence confirming that a significant degree of
interdependence has remained under the floating system. According to him, while the
correlation coe$cients of annual unemployment rates among US, Japan, and Germany were
high under tho') fixed period (1960-72), a shift toward the flexible rates after 1973 did not
seem to diminish the value ofcoefficients. Even after adjustments were made to eliminate the
effects of the two major oil price shocks, the degree ofcorrelation was still positive though
slightly lower,. for the US-Germany and Germany-Japan. For other details, see Maurice
Obstfeld, "Floating Exchange Rates: Experience and Prospects," Brookings Papers on
Economic ActIvity 2, 1985, pp. 369-460.
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ofthe facts" (Dornbusch 1988). Through out the floating rate era, the exchange rate of the

dollar has deviated significantly from its PPP value and it appears that the large deviations in

relative prices If traded goods in the US and in other countries undennine the strict validity

ofPPP. Certainly there was no expectation for the real exchange rate of the dollar to remain

steady after the shift to the floating rate, but the unusually persistent fluctuations are more

than what trar sitory departures from PPP can explain.

Theoretical explanations suggest two possibilities. For one, changing trade patterns

as well as real shocks such as shifts in technology, preferences and commercial policies cause

systematic cha"ges in the relative price oftraded and nontraded goods. A favorable increase

in world demand for domestic goods, for example, is likely to result to higher relative price

level in homl:·· country or a real appreciation of the exchange rate. At the same time,

temporary deriations in PPP can arise as a consequence ofsticky wages and prices. In the

presence oflong-term labor contracts and oligopolistic pricing in traded goods market, prices

are no longer ..rrbitraged and determined by law of one price. Instead they are being set by

individual firms as a fixed and common markup over wages. With labor as the only factor,

the relative price ofdomestic and foreign variants ofthe product in the world market is given

by the relative unit labor costs measured in common currency. As a result the slow

movements ir.. wages (because they are assumed sticky) will be reflected point by point by

changes in rea! ;,xchange rate. Evidence of this failure of ppp22 to hold under the flexible

22 For accounts of the purchasing power parity doctrine, see Lawrence H. Officer, "The
Purchasing Power Parity Theory ofExchange Rates: A Review Article, II IMF StaffPapers,
March 1976, l)p. 1-16 and Rudiger Dornbusch, "Purchasing Power Parity" in The New
Palgrave: A Di.,:tionary ofEconornics (New York: Stockton Press, 1988). For a most recent
discussion ofthe topic, see Craig S. Hakkio, "Is Purchasing Power Parity a Useful Guide to
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system has been documented by Frenkel (1981) for the 1970s, in which he argued that PPP

has performed considerably worse for the US dollar than for other major currencies during

1973-79 period. But the evidence is particularly striking when the analysis is extended over

a longer period of time. Figure 2.4 shows bilateral real exchange rates, measured as the US

wholesale price index divided by the dollar value of the foreign wholesale price index,

between the US and Germany and between the US and Japan from 1970 to 1991. The choice

ofthis index is consistent with the fact that wholesale price indexes are dominated by tradable

manufactures t'w are rather similar across countries. Hence bilateral comparisons oftradable

goods prices can be made on the basis ofthese measures.

One immediate implication of Figure 2.4 is that the law of one price is not an

accurate description of the behavior of exchange rates above. Ifexchange rates adjust so as

to offset infIatiJn differentials in traded goods sectors between countries, then the movements

in the bilateral exchange rates should be relatively smooth. But the large swings in these

measures over the twenty-year period indicate persistent deviations ofUS prices relative to

prices in Japan and Germany, thus refuting PPP.

Further evidence of this failure ofPPP is given by the correlations of the quarterly

rates ofwholesale price indexes (expressed in dollars) for the US, Japan, and Germany. The

weak version ofPPP predicts these coefficients to be approximately equal to one. But as

Table 2.2 sho\"\s, the very low and even negative correlations (especially those involving the

United States) only strengthen the view that prices of traded goods did not follow the law of

one pnce.

the Dollar?", FRB Kansas Economic Review, Third Quarter 1992, pp. 37-51.
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Figure 2.4

BILATERAL REAL EXCHANGE RATES: US-JAPAN AND US-GERMANY 1960.1-1991.4
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TABLE 2.2.

CORRELATIONS OF INFLATION RATES EXPRESSED IN U.S. DOLLARS
1970.1-1991.4 (wpI, Quarterly Data)

Japan

Gennany

United States

-.084

-.111

Japan

1.0

.665

Gennany

1.0

Data Source: OECD M;:tin Economic Indicators (various years)
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Ever s;nce Frenkel's analysis ofPPP relationships in the 1970s, the behavior of real

exchange rates in most countries has exhibited large variability over the years. While nominal

exchange rate') are expected to move with more flexibility after 1973, the unusually large

movements of real exchange rates (in the range of 30 to 40 percent) do not appear to be a

"realistic poss:bility." Mussa (1986) studies the movements in bilateral real exchange rates

for major deve_oped countries from 1957 to 1984, and concludes on the basis of his data, that

real exchange rates during the flexible system are eight to 80 times higher than under a fixed

system. Meltzer (1990) also finds the same pattern of variability in multilateral exchange

rates using IMF data for selected countries. Both the changes in nominal and real exchange

rates in his study appear to be highly correlated but are not closely correlated with changes

in the ratio of price index numbers (as measured by wholesale prices and relative unit labor

costs). He further shows that changes in nominal and real exchange rates under an adjustable

peg system like the EMS tend to be less variable than those under a flexible system.

2.3.2 The Behavior of the Dollar and Effects of Domestic Policy

An examination of the dollar exchange rate for the United States since 1970s also

reveals the stJIle impressions. Figure 2.5 shows the trade-weighted nominal and real

exchange rate of the dollar against the currencies of 10 industrial countries for the period

1970-91. Two important implications of the behavior of the US dollar rate immediately

become clear. For one, movements in real exchange rate are dominated by movements in

nominal exchange rate. Both values move together and by similar amounts over the twenty

year period. For another, the real value ofthe dollar experienced an enormous swing. Since
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the shift to flexible system in 1973 the dollar had depreciated sharply in real terms until 1980,

and over a five-year period (1980.1-1985.1) rose by nearly 60 percent. Thereafter, intense

real depreciation ofthe same percentage occured until early 1987, and since then the dollar's

exchange rates (both nominal and real) had returned to a similar range back where they left

in 1979 (Meltzer 1993).

Strict purchasing power parity implies that changes in nominal exchange rate should

be uncorrelatei to changes in real exchange rates. This is because the adjustment in relative

prices is reflected as differentials in norninal and real values ofexchange rates. Yet, as shown

in the evidence above, movements in nominal and real exchange rates of the dollar remain

highly correlated over the years. One possible explanation is given by the effects of real

disturbances in the economy. As a result ofpolicy shocks that caused a divergence in relative

price of domestic output, part of the adjustment in real exchange rate to this real shock is

accomplished through a movement in nominal exchange rate. Interestingly this characteristic

ofthe movements in dollar exchange rate is not only peculiar to the United States but is also

shared by other major currencies operating under the flexible rate system.

The point of the foregoing analysis is that the large swings in the real value of the

dollar in the 1980s may have been related to the effects ofdomestic macroeconomic policy

actions, and not simply due to temporary deviations as implied in random walk model of real

exchange rate. 23 For if real exchange rate is a random walk, monetary and fiscal actions

23 Random walk models posit that the real exchange rate is equal to its permanent
component plus a transitory white noise term.
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would not ha,'e persistent effects on real exchange rate. Instead the real exchange rate is

expected to move to its equilibrium value after some transitory random variations.

An important discussion ofthe behavior ofdollar exchange rate indicates that the real

dollar appreciation in the early 1980s is an equilibrium reaction to structural shift in US

budget position that began in 1982. Meltzer (1993) explains that as a result of an

expansionary fiscal policy by the US during the four years of dollar appreciation (1981-84),

the real value ( fthe dollar rose by 44 percentage points due to substantial changes in defense

spending and increased after-tax return to real capital in that period. On the other hand, the

real depreciat;~n of the dollar after 1985 is linked to a shift to more restricted fiscal policy

position and a gradual build up ofexternal liabilities resulting from large fiscal deficits.

In general, a fiscal deficit must equal the excess ofdomestic private spending over

investment less net exports. It follows that to balance flows in income and product, any shift

in structural deficit requires some adjustment in net domestic saving and current account.

Since net domp.stic saving depends on real interest rate and net exports are a function of real

exchange rate, m essential part ofthis adjustment to a fiscal deficit is a movement in both real

interest rate and real exchange rate. Thus, an upward shift in fiscal policy as occured in the

United States beginning in 1981, necessitates a combination of increase in net saving or a

decrease in net exports. To achieve this result a higher real interest rate and a real

appreciation c·f exchange rate are required.

As earliu indicated, an increase in deficit must be financed either by an increase in the

excess ofdomestic saving or an increase in net foreign borrowing (a decrease in net foreign

investment). Since 1982 the US budget deficit has been mostly financed by net foreign
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borrowing; in contrast, the fraction financed by net domestic saving has declined substantially

since then. The effects ofthese fiscal shifts become clearly important when the actual changes

in real interest rates and real exchange rates are analyzed. From 1980 to 1985, when the

dollar appreciated by nearly 60 percent, the real interest rate increased from -3.4 percent in

the first quartu of 1980 to 5.0 percent of the same quarter in 1985. Throughout the 1980s

when real interest rates in the US are at their historical high levels ofmore than 4 percent, the

budget deficit had jumped from $15.8 billion in the first quarter of 1980 (1.3 percent ofGNP)

to $94.7 billion in the last quarter of 1988 (2.4 percent of GNP).24 Related to the budget

deficit is the existence ofhigh trade deficit and capital mobility in the US during the 1980s.

Popular discussions indicate a crucial role for the real exchange rate in the deterioration of

the US trade b31ance in the 1980s. Feldstein (1992) has argued that the appreciation ofthe

dollar has been the dominant influence in the declining trade balance during the first half of

the decade. However, during the second half of the decade when the dollar had fallen

enormously, ~veryone expected the trade account to exhibit a significant improvement.

However the US trade problem did not seem to disappear. Suddenly popular sentiment

shifted to excessive spending as a direct cause of the deficit, and the discussion has gone

down again tc fiscal policy issues.

Another important issue is the dramatic growth of capital mobility in recent years and

the fact that international capital flows have transformed the US as a major debtor nation.

More striking too is the extent by which foreign holders have increased their net acquisition

of US financial assets (such as US Treasury bills), from a low 7.4 percentage share ofcapital

24 An earlier study ofthis issue is presented by Branson (1986).
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inflows in 1983 to a significantly high 56.4 percent in 1985 (Tabellini 1990). One

interpretation of this high carital mobility is the increased sensitivity of domestic financial

markets to external developments. For many decades, for example, it has been known that

in a Mundell-Fleming world of flexible exchange rates and perfect capital mobility, the

effectiveness of fiscal policy in affecting domestic real output is reduced. Under fixed rates

and perfect capital mobility, however, an expansionary fiscal policy is likely to increase the

foreign exchange reserves and output in a domestic economy.

The main conclusion drawn from this section is that the actual shifts in fiscal position

of the United States in the 1980s have contributed to the substantial swings in the real dollar

exchange rate. However, this does not imply that other factors like monetary effects have

not been at work in explaining the behavior of the dollar over the years. There is at least a

reasonable basis to argue that the initial rise of the dollar in the first half of 1980s was

influenced by the tightening ofmonetary policy in 1979-82 (Willet and Wilhborg 1990). But

as is now well known, fiscal developments seem to yield useful more insights into the

behavior of the dollar in recent years.

2.3.3 Exchange Rate Changes and Aggregate Demand

In general, concerns over variability of real exchange rate are motivated by the same

goal of reducing fluctuations in output and prices brought about by misalignment problem.

Demand shifts arising from real exchange rate variability may alter the allocation of

resources and the economy's output mix. A rise in the value of the dollar, for example, is

expected to depress the US output or inflation of internationally traded goods as the dollar

value of income abroad is reduced. It is also likely that the world price expressed in dollars
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would fall resulting in a redistribution of demand for traded goods from the United States to

foreign producers. Such is the case of the dollar appreciation in the early 1980s as one recalls

the damage done to US producers from which they have only partially recovered (Ohno

1992).

Empirical evidence of this link between real exchange rate and domestic output has

been mainly concentrated on studies of manufacturing employment. Since the

manufacturing sector produces goods that are traded internationally, the effects of exchange

rate movements can be easily analyzed by observing changes in share of manufacturing

employment to total nonagricultural employment. Branson and Love (1986) estimate the

elasticity of manufacturing employment, by sector, to real appreciation of the dollar from

1963 to 1985. Their results indicate that fluctuations in the real exchange rate have had

substantial effects on employment and output of US manufacturing industries, with an

elasticity of employment with respect to real dollar appreciation of -0.14. Although the

highest significant elasticity is found in mining sector (elasticity of -0.387), durable

manufacturing is second with an elasticity of -0.206.

An earlier evidence presented by Obstfeld (Figure 2.6) confirms this demand-based

linkage. As shown in the figure, the real dollar appreciation over the 1979-83 period was

also accompanied by a sharp decline in US manufacturing employment. This ratio of

manufacturing employment to total nonagricultural employment did not only decline from

1960 to 1984 in all three countries (US, Japan, and Germany), but is most pronounced in the

case of the United States. While such evidence appears to have a strong implication on the

relevance ofexchange rate changes, Obstfeld still believes "that the relation between the real
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exchange rate ;md the sectoral allocation ofresources is not a simple one, but depends on the

nature ofthe disturbance moving the real exchange rate" (p. 381).

In addition to their effects on output, widely fluctuating exchange rates have their

links to dome~ticprices. The most common analysis of this linkage between the dollar and

US prices involves an estimation ofa single-equation mode~ in which the domestic price level

is regressed ag('jnst labor costs, demand pressure (unemployment rate), and import prices as

explanatory variables. In this approach, increases in domestic inflation are indirectly affected

by changes in i..rnport prices. When the value ofthe dollar falls, dollar prices of foreign goods

increase relati Ie to domestically produced goods. Since imports are part of the basket of

goods that domestic residents purchase, measures of inflation based on that basket will also

rise (Hafer 1989).

Studifs that incorporate this approach are generally supportive of this link, even

suggesting a long-run increase of 0.8 percent to 1.5 percent in consumer prices given a 10

percent depreciation ofthe dollar (Hooper and Lowery 1979). While the import channel may

provide one explanation for analyzing the impact ofexchange rate on prices, other economists

argue that labor costs and demand pressure (as measured by unemployment rate) are also

affected, after !.ome lags, by changes in exchange rate. Therefore the total effect of exchange

rate on prices will be greater than indicated by the direct effect on import prices alone.

Attempts to include these additional channels are captured by structural models that

relate the effec~s ofexchange rate changes on demand pressure and labor costs, and later on

prices. Sachs (1985) uses different versions of this model and obtains larger estimates of

dollar deprecic.fion on US prices (for example, a 10 percent fall in the dollar is associated with
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prices increases ranging from 0.42 percent to 2.56 percent across different years) while

Dornbusch and Fisher (1984) come up with almost similar results. Most recently Whitt, Koch

and Rosenweig (1986) have used two sets ofspecification tests (time series independence test

and Granger causality test) and found a strong unidirectional relationship from the dollar to

prices that extwds over many lags, in which a 4.85 percent increase in CPI is preceded by 10

percent decline in the dollar. The results remain robust when tested for other components of

CPI although the lag structures appear to affect the degree of price responses to exchange

rate changes.

Yet, other empirical studies (Woo 1984, Glassman 1985) indicate a lack of

relationship t ~tween exchange rate and prices. One argument is that the inflation rates

associated with dollar depreciation are not related to exchange rate changes, but are actually

caused by energy shocks. Once the effects ofenergy shocks are accounted for, exchange rate

movements have no significant effect on US inflation. Moreover, since exchange rate

movements are highly correlated with energy price shocks, the effects of exchange rates on

domestic inflat:.on are simply overstated.

2.3.4 Global Monetarism and the Behavior of US Income and Prices

Since t·le breakdown ofBretton Woods system in 1973, concern over the impact of

world liquiditj on domestic economy has increased tremendously. The degree of

interdependence as implied by the floating system was much greater than previously thought,

and suddenly the behavior of US prices and income was influenced by international

consideration~. Unlike in the earlier decades where the transmission of foreign sectoral
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conditions to US economy was considered irrelevant, the 1970s and beyond had brought into

new heights the increased importance of international factors on US economy.

One popular view is that the experience with widely fluctuating exchange rate over

the past twenty years has aggravated the macroeconomic stability problem and has rendered

differences in inflation preferences between the US and the world irreconcilable. As a result

US macroeconomic policies become higWy related with policies abroad. One possible

scenario of such interaction is that the dollar value of world money supply may impact the

domestic economy as a result of large and persistent swings in the dollar exchange rates.

This does not only complicate the conduct of domestic policy but the management of

domestic aggregate demand as well. As Dornbusch (1983) argues:

Now, after ten years of experience with flexible rates, there is much
less confidence that flexible rates and domestic policy autonomy are
reconcilable. On the contrary, the exercise of policy autonomy
becomes nearly impossible under flexible rates, because many
economies are too small and open to accept the exchange rate
variations induced by a policy. Alternatively, the effects ofpolicies
with large economies are exported and interfere with foreign internal
stability. What flexible exchange rates are still credited with is an
ability to isolate a country from the world inflation trend, while it is
recognized that they cannot isolate a country from either the effects
of policies that initiate a change in trend or from any other
disturbances. (p. 4)
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Under global monetarism2S, international influences in domestic economy are reflected

through changes in exchange rate or world money supply. Movements in exchange rates are

most likely to influence the domestic price level of internationally traded goods as well as the

world prices expressed in common currency. At the same time, the long-run path ofworld

prices can be cetermined by that ofthe world money stock expressed in a common currency.

Thus, a fall if: the value of the dollar is expected to raise the dollar value ofworld money,

which influences domestic price level.

The idea that fluctuations in domestic prices are partly dominated by shifts in world

money supply is examined by McKinnon (1982) in numerous writings. According to him, in

addition to indirect currency substitution, the national monies of major industrial countries

are so highly substitutable that they actually create a world money supply. He estimates

world money ~Jpply growth as weighted average ofgrowth rates ofindividual money supplies

of ten industrial countries (Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,

Sweden, Swi1lerland, and United Kingdom) and the United States without adjusting for

exchange rate fluctuations. The fixed weights used are the relative share ofeach country's

nominal GNP to world production in 1970. World price inflation is estimated by the same

25 Global monetarist writings in the United States were infleunced by a group of
international economists led by Robert Mundell, Harry Johnson, Arthur Laffer, Ronald
McKinnon, and Marc Miles. Among their major arguments is the view that the US is just like
any other small open economy that is incapable of implementing fully independent
macroeconom.c policies. Thus, in their opinion, a system offixed rates is more compatible
to the attainrrlent of domestic monetary control. In contrast, the traditional (domestic)
monetarist grO'Jp advocates setting domestic monetary rules combined with flexible exchange
rates. For a discussion ofglobal monetarist issues, see "Global Monetarism and the Monetary
Approach to the Balance of Payments" and other papers by Marina Vn. Whitman in
Reflections ofInterdependence (University ofPittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, Pa), 1979.
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manner. By comparing the resulting estimates of world money supply growth and price

inflation, he concludes that "the two international outbreaks of international price inflation in

the 1970s become explicable." Moreover, because of a high degree of substitutability

between currencies ofindustrial countries, "one can't make sense out ofyear-to-year changes

in the purely mtjonal monetary aggregates in explaining cycles in purely national rates of price

inflation. "

McKinnon further shows that world money has recently become a more important

determinant of the US price level. He estimated the effect of percentage growth rates in

domestic money and world money on US inflation rate for the periods 1958-69 and 1972-82

(annual data). His results are presented as follows:

1958-69:

dIn pUB = -.094 + .32dlnW + .21dIJ1MUl.1+ .13dJnMUl.2 R~.43

(-1.35) (-1.73) (1.29) (.64)
.<

dIn pL<. = -3.15 + .45dIflMW + .21dlnM"-t + .05dlflMW.2 R2=-.14
(-.92) (1.04) (.66) (.15)

1972-82:

dIn pu. = 3.65 - 1.39dI~ + 1.79dInM"".1 + 1.60lfiMUl.2 R~.37

(.34) (-1.00) (1.25) (1.50)

dInPl1d=-4.98 -1.12dIflMW+ 1. 14dIfiMW.1+ 1.45dIfiMW.2 R~.82

(-1.18) (-2.63) (2.83) (4.68)

In 1958-69, none of the variance in US prices was explained by world money. During this

period of fixed dollar exchange rate, American monetary policy focused only on domestic

monetary indic",tors as ifthe United States were an insular economy. The predictable effect

ofUS money on American prices seemed to support a fairly close correlation in the 1950s and
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1960s between changes in inflation rate and changes in the US money supply lagged one and

two years. Consequently, this made it easy for the US monetary authorities to target the

domestic money supply while ignoring foreign exchanges. However, from 1972-82, the

effective insulation against foreign monetary disturbances that the US had enjoyed in the

earlier decades suddenly disappeared. The growth rate in world money supply was able to

explain 82 percent ofvariance in US inflation rate compared to only 37 percent in case of

domestic money growth.

A subsequent paper by Ross (1983) challenges this assertion. Using simple

correlations Ross demonstrates that over the period 1960-80, US money growth (Ml) had

higher correlations with US inflation measured by the wholesale price index (WPI) than did

world money growth measured by the weighted average of nominal money growth rates of

G-I0 countries. McKinnon and Tan (1983) respond to this criticism by presenting evidence

on domestic inflation for 1979-81, the period, according to McKinnon and Tan, to which

McKinnon's earlier assertion was meant to apply. They find that percentage changes in world

money lagged a year or two outperformed a similar specification of the US money in

explaining US inflation, again measured by WPI.

Wallace (1984) argues however that McKinnon and Tan's results are sensitive to the

price index ured to measure inflation. His results show that, among others, US money

outperforms world money in explaining US inflation when inflation is measured by the US

consumer price index or the US GNP deflator. Perhaps part of the reason is that majority of

goods measured in CPI are nontraded goods, for example housing and services. In sharp
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contrast, traded goods are heavily weighted in WPI, which may explain the high correlation

between world money and US inflation as measured by WPI.

Using a different approach of measuring world money, Spinelli (1983) adjusted the

world money supply variable to changes in current exchange rates (in dollars). The same

countries are included but this time world money is expressed in dollars. He estimated the

effect ofdome~ticand world money growth rates on inflation rate in each country during the

floating period from 1973 to 1980. His results show that domestic money is a better

predictor of Jomestic inflation in all the 10 countries (except France) included in his

estimation. However, the inclusion of world money variable in the regression increased

significantly th~ overall fit of the price regression in almost all countries. Therefore, Spinelli

concludes that "when explaining inflation rate under flexIble rates, first look at the growth rate

ofdomestic money stock and then supplement the model with some proxy for world nominal

shocks; under no circumstances should one use world money only" (p. 770).

The most recent evidence presented by Grilli and Yang (1991) likewise confirms the

importance ofworld money in domestic economic activity. World money is measured as the

summation of national money stocks, expressed in dollar terms, of the United Kingdom,

France, Germ1I1Y, Italy and the United States. According to them, prices of internationally

traded goods IC'se significantly in nominal dollar terms between 1900 and 1983, substantially

in line with the monetary conditions that prevailed in the world economy. World money

supply per unit of output is found to be an important variable explaining both levels and

changes in nor.unal prices of internationally traded goods. Results from regression analysis

shows that the long-run relationship between world money and international prices is strong
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and statistically significant in all cases, as well as quite stable over time. Thus it is clear that

regardless of the fitted equations, the sample periods, the estimation techniques, or the

countries involved, world nominal shocks always seem to affect the rate of inflation.

However, as a result oflarge controversy concerning world money as a measure of

international influences, McKinnon (1984) has recently shifted his emphasis to the exchange

rate. Such a reformulation of the original McKinnon world money supply hypothesis is

motivated by the fact that there are "lags in the collection of both foreign and American

money supplies", and more importantly on empirical grounds, "fluctuations in the dollar

exchange rate appear to be an important indicator ofsubsequent changes in nominal GNP and

in the dollar price oftradable goods."

The results of using exchange rate as independent variable in the income growth

equation for the US from 1972-82 are as follows:

LllnY"" = 3.92 + 1.68LllnMus - .77LllnMus-l R~.28

(.86) (2.62) (-1.19)

AlnytU = 6.68 + 1.91 AlnMus - 1.45AlnMus-1 - .02AlnE
(3.11) (6.27) (-4.73) (-.30)

-.29LllnE-l
(-4.99) R~.87

As shown above, the inclusion ofexchange rate in the income suggests a significant increase

in the proportion of total GNP variance explained within a year or so. This is evidenced by

the fact that during the same period and given any time path in the US money supply, a 10 per

cent appreciation ofthe dollar was able to predict a reduction in nominal GNP growth by 2.6

percentage points the following year. Such exchange rate effect, according to McKinnon, is
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a reflection cf shifts in effective demand for US money arising from indirect currency

substitution.

That the dollar exchange rate can also be an important leading indicator of subsequent

changes in A .nerican inflation or deflation is also borne by the evidence presented by

McKinnon. In fact, both the world money supply and exchange rate appear to be equally

important in detennining the American price level. Himarios (1989) estimates McKinnon's

model using quarterly data and finds significant effects of exchange rate on US GNP and PPI

consistent with McKinnon's results which are based on annual data. Using a vector

autoregressiw model, Viren (1990) is able to support McKinnon's world money supply

hypothesis but only finds a marginal effect ofexchange rate on prices and nominal income.

In contrast, Batten and Hafer (1986) reject the same evidence for the United States. There

are also others who are skeptical ofMcKinnon's currency substitution hypothesis and argue

instead that the extent ofinternational influences on US economy is likely to be captured by

traditional channels such as capital and trade flows (Radcliffe, Warga and Billet 1984).

As eXi,ected the empirical issue as to which is a better channel of transmission

between wor!d money and exchange rate still remains an open question. What is certain,

however, is tl.e fact the influence of international factors on the domestic economy is very

much greater under the flexible exchange rate system than in the fixed regime. To the extent

that existing economic conditions in the world have macroeconomic effects on aggregate

demand and on prices, then an examination of these different channels of transmission

deserves closer considerations.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter examines the interaction between money and exchange rates. The

particular channels by which monetary policy affects the economy depend on whether on the

monetary regime is based on fixed exchange rates or on flexible exchange rates (Hamada

1985). In the literature dealing with inflation in small economies, for example, considerable

attention has been paid to the role that foreign monetary disturbances play in the generation

ofdomestic inflation and the mechanism through which these disturbances are transmitted to

the domestic economy under alternative exchange rate systems. The standard Mundell

Fleming analysis suggests that the effectiveness of monetary as well as fiscal policies in

influencing domestic nominal income is constrained by the openness ofthe domestic economy

(especially capital mobility) and the particular choice ofexchange rate regime. Moreover, it

can be argued that under the present system of flexible rates, considerable movements in

exchange rates exert effects on domestic income in the short run, as the experience of the US

economy in th~ 1980s has shown.

3.1 The Global Monetarist Model

The central proposition of the global monetary approach is that, under a regime of

fixed exchange rates, the long-run path ofworld prices is determined by the path of the world

money stock. Inflationary pressures in one country are transmitted across national boundaries

through (a) the effect of changes in prices of traded goods; and (b) changes in national
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monetary stocks brought about by the disequilibria in balance of payments. It implies,

therefore, that all national rates ofinflation must converge to a common rate assuming perfect

goods arbitrage.

To show the international transmission of inflation under fixed exchange rates,

consider a twr'-country model developed by Dornbusch (1973).

Let the desired nominal money balances in home country be

(1) L • kpy

and a similar "Cambridge" demand for money function also for the foreign country

(2 ) L' • k'p 'y'

Taking the logarithms of(1) and (2) we have

(1a) In 1 • In k + In p + In y

(2a) In l' • In k' + In p' + In y'

where I is the money balances, k is the "Cambridge k", p is the price level and y represents

the exogenously determined full employment level ofreal output. Foreign variables are

denoted by an asterisk.

In a world where all goods are traded goods, arbitrage ensures that goods prices In

the home country and abroad are the same. Thus by virtue ofpurchasing power parity, the
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world price p* is exogenous to domestic economy, being determined only by world money

supply.

(3) In p • In p' + In e

where e is the exchange rate, the domestic currency price of foreign exchange rate (in

logarithm).

Assume that money is the only financial asset. When monetary stock equilibrium

obtains, we assume that all income is spent. The excess demand for money (Llmd
) is equal

to excess of iccome over total expenditures

(4) tlla. d • py - pc

(4a) !lin cr • p'Y' - p'c'

Accordingly, the excess demand for money (the hoarding function), can be written

as

(5) A (kpy - m) • py - pc • h

(5a) A.' (kp'y' - m') • pOy' - p·c·. h'

where h and h* are the equilibrium rates of hoarding in each country and A and A* are the

rates ofadjustment.

Equations (5) and (Sa) represent the model's hoarding behavior as derived by

Dornbusch (1973). The expenditure function provides the link between the monetary and
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real aspects ofthe model. In the presence ofa stock excess demand for money, expenditure

falls short ofincome as the community hoards in order to attain the desired money balances,

and the converse occurs in the presence ofexcess supply of money and this produces a

balance of pay!I1ents disequilibrium.

Equilihium in the world goods market requires that world spending equals world

income, or eql'ivalently, the domestic rate ofhoarding equals the foreign rate of dishoarding.

Thus using th~ expenditure and hoarding functions in each country we can write

(6) py .. epOyO • pc .. epoco

(6a) A (kpy - m) • -A"e(kOpOyO - mO)

by adding (5) .md (Sa). Equations (6) and (6a) are the conditions for world goods market

equilibrium expressed in terms ofdomestic currency.

The expression for the equilibrium inflation rate can now be derived by taking the

differential of domestic price level (p) and exchange rate (e) in (6a), holding all other

variables constant,

(7)
AOmOe

p. ----
Am .. eA"mO

where p and e represent the relative change in domestic price level and exchange rate,

respectively. 1 hus, a devaluation ofdomestic currency increases the domestic price level by

the share offo:eign money to world money stock expressed in domestic currency.
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Similarly the impact effect of domestic money (m) and foreign money (m*) on

domestic price can be derived as follows

(7 a)

(7b)

AInp-----m
AIn + e'A"m"

'A*m"e
p~ - ---- m"

AIn + eA."m"

Ifexchange rates are fixed and if they are expected to remain so, and assuming that

domestic inflation rate is the same as world inflation rate by purchasing power parity [d In

p = dIn p* + t.\ln e], then the inflation rate in the home country is determined not only by

the growth rate ofthe domestic money supply, but also by that ofthe foreign country.

Dornbusch also argues that the distribution ofworld money stocks determines in the

short run the balance ofpayments. Consider an adjustment process that is induced through

monetary flow~. An inflow ofmoney at home corresponds to an equal outflow abroad. Thus

the equilibrium rate ofhoarding in home country (h) is the excess of income over spending,

which is also the country's balance ofpayments surplus. Accordingly, from (6), the balance

ofpayments surplus, b, is a function ofthe distribution of money holdings between countries,

(8) b - fun - py - pc - h

In Figure 3.1, we show the equilibrium rate of addition to money holdings between

countries. For the home country the hoarding schedule is drawn as a positive function of the

price level. P. higher price level raises money income and hence the demand for money.
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Similarly, for the foreign country we show the rate ofdishoarding or the excess of spending

over income. At a lower price level there is a lower demand for money and this creates a

stock excess supply of money which causes spending to increase relative to income.

Suppose initially that the world goods market is in equilibrium. This requires that the

demand for mcney equals the supply of money in both countries. This equilibrium is shown

at point A Consider now the effects ofan increase in the foreign money supply. Immediately

foreign monetary expansion causes the domestic price level to rise and the new equilibrium

now correspo:1ds to a trade surplus in the home country. The surplus in tum implies an

inflow ofmoney at home and an equal outflow abroad. Accordingly, money holdings at home

rise, as does the level of spending while we have the opposite effects in foreign country. At

a given exchange rate the increase in the nominal quantity of money shifts the hoarding

schedule up ard to the right while the foreign dishoarding function shifts down and to the left.

The money f1o~.vs will continue until the long-run equilibrium is again obtained and the surplus

is eliminated C~ the vertical axis. In the long run the new distribution of monies allows

income to be equal to spending in each country.

This dc:scription ofadjustment process highlights two features of the global monetary

approach to the balance ofpayments that are worth noting. On the one hand, the balance of

payments problems are essentially monetary in nature. The second is that the balance of

payments surplus is equal to the flow excess demand for money. Clearly, under a fixed

exchange rate case, domestic money growth is automatically linked to foreign money growth

via the balance of payments. In the short run the world distribution of money stocks

automatically determines the balance of payments, and aggregate demand depends not only
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Figure 3.1

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN EQUILIBRIUM RATES OF HOARDING
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on the dome!.tic money but also on the world money supply. Over the longer tenn the

distribution of money stocks is exogenous through the balance ofpayments.

3.2 The Flex~bleExchange Rates and Insulation

Consider now a simplified model of equilibrium exchange rate determination. We

start offwith tt.e relationship between price levels and the exchange rate in (3), repeated here

for convenien ;e,

(3) In p • In p" + In e

Next we introduce the following definition of real balances,

(9) md/p. l(y,r) • m/p

(9a) mdo/p". l"(y",r") • me/po

where m, p, r and y denote the nominal quantity ofmoney, the price level, nominal interest

rate and real i~lcome (in logarithms).

Takinr: the logs of (9) and (9a)

(10)

(lOa)

In 1 • In m - In p

In 1" • In m" - In p"

and substituting from these definitions into (3) to obtain the following equation for the

exchange rate
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(11) In e • (In m - In 1) - (In m' -In 1')

Equation (11) shows that the equilibrium exchange rate depends on nominal money

supplies and money demand in each country. Differentiating (11) and denoting a proportional

change by !:J., we have

(12) iUn e - (iUn m - Lnn 1) - (iUn m' - flln 1')

which is an outcome of the purchasing power parity.

That a system offlexible exchange rate offers more monetary independence is perhaps

the most powerful motivation for a change in international monetary regime after the Bretton

Woods collapsed in 1973. It is often maintained that flexible exchange rates are capable of

insulating the domestic economy from foreign inflation. Thus, under flexible exchange rates,

the balance o£ payments effects on money supply are blocked. Moreover, changes in the

exchange rat( could offset the effect of foreign inflation on domestic inflation operating

through the law ofone price.

Consider for example a monetary expansion in the home country under a flexible

exchange rate regime. Assume initially that the nominal money stocks at home and abroad

are constant, then at time to, monetary authorities in a home country increase the rate of

monetary grov1h to 10 per cent per year. Eventually this also implies that the rate of inflation

must rise to 10 per cent per year. The path ofadjustment ofmoney is shown in Figure 3.2a.

If foreign prices are assumed to be constant, purchasing power parity now requires a 10
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percent depredation of the domestic currency against foreign currency to offset the 10

percent inflation.

In Figure 3.2b, we show that monetary acceleration in a home country causes the

dollar value ofmoney abroad to also increase primarily through exchange rate changes, and

not to any cha'lges in nominal money stock. Changes in the dollar value of foreign money

exactly reflect the same changes in domestic money. Thus under flexible exchange rates and

PPP, it is assumed that different countries can pursue independent monetary policies.

However, if we look at the world's experience with the flexible exchange rates, the

case for intema~ional monetary linkages is well supported. A high degree of interdependence

is still observed among many countries of the world. This is shown in Figures 3.3-3.5

describing the movements in US monetary aggregate (Ml) and the world money expressed

in dollar term" from 1970 to 1991. During the period ofdollar appreciation from 1980 to

1985, the dollar value of world money was declining, while the dollar depreciation in 1985

to 1987 caused the dollar value ofworld money to explode. This is particularly true in the

case ofGerman deutchemark and Japanese yen.

Whether the movements ofthe dollar can be explained by monetary policy alone is not

clear. It appezls that the major depreciation and appreciation ofthe dollar during the 1970-91

period were also caused by fiscal policy and not simply by monetary considerations. The real

exchange rate movements of 30 or 40 percent were certainly not considered a realistic

possibility anc; did not appear to be connected to most of the assumptions underlying the

theory ofinsulation under flexible rates. Quite obviously, the persistence of rate movements

in the short rull confirm the possibility that the change in foreign price still exerts real effects
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in the home country even under the flexible system. Perhaps one major explanation for

deviations frOM purchasing power parity is the fact that the law ofone price is defined only

for traded goods, and in the case where the non-traded goods are included, the entire

argument of J:: '~rfect arbitrage by PPP breaks down.

3.3 The Role of Non-traded Goods Sector

The int:roduction ofnontraded goods in open economy models is important because

the domestic p~ce level can deviate from world-detennined prices in the presence of a

significant nor.traded goods sector.26 As such the effects ofa given macroeconomic policy

will be affeci:ed by how the nontraded goods sector responds to these policies, and

consequently different countries will experience different inflation rates, depending on the

adjustment in t11e prices ofnontraded goods in each country. Thus, a meaningful analysis of

the international transmission of inflation should include not only the initial importation of

inflation from the world market into the domestic tradables sector but also the interaction

between tradables and nontradables sector as well.

Followi:tg Dornbusch (1973), we denote traded and nontraded goods as xt and Xn.

We also assume that the supplies of these two commodities depend on the relative price of

26This is because when all goods are traded goods the law of one price holds. The
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), sometimes presented as the law of one price, stipulatethat
the purchasing power of home currency in the domestic economy must be equal to the
purchasing power of home currency abroad, or else arbitrage will occur until parity does
exist. If all goods were tradable, with zero transaction costs and no trade barriers, any
existing exchange rate between two currencies would make the price levels in the two
respective countries equal. Whereas if some goods are nontradable, there is no reason to
expect the prices ofthese goods - hence also some "general" price level ofwhich these prices
form a comporlent - to be equal every where. Thus the PPP fails in this respect.
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(13)

(13a)

nontraded g00ds, p - that is, the ratio of domestic currency price of nontraded goods, Pn,

divided by the price oftraded goods, PI

(14) P- - Pn/p t

Let y be real income or the real value ofoutput, expressed in terms oftraded goods,

(15) Y - x t + pXn - y(pl

and let total e~penditurebe expressed as

where m is th~ real money stock (measured in terms ofprice of traded goods) and v is the

income veIoci~y of money. In (15) and (16), we adopt PI as the numeraire.

Given 11.e definition ofhoarding in (5), and given that in equilibrium, income equals

expenditures, we write

where h is the planned rate ofhoarding. As in one-commodity model, monetary

consideration~ affect the goods market via the expenditure function and rate ofhoarding 

all measured II'! terms of traded goods.
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Equation (17) may also be rewritten as the budget constraint:

From the budget constraint we observe that when the home goods (nontraded) market clears

(",,=cJ, the excess supply of traded goods equals the planned rate of hoarding. It is also

clear that in this model, an increase in the relative price of nontraded goods, given the price

oftraded goods, raises the real exchange rate since it raises hoarding and thereby the

demand for money.

(19)

(19a)

(19b)

X
n

(pl • en (p-, zl

where z and z* denote the real expenditure in each country, or the excess of real income

over real hoarding.

An important result being examined is that the introduction of nontraded goods

complicates the analysis considerably. With nontraded goods, the transmission of inflation

through the world market into a domestic economy through commodity trade now becomes

a two-stage pwcess: the first stage being the direct linkage between the world market and

the tradable s~;tor ofthe economy, and the second stage comprising the subsequent spillover
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effect to the nontradable sector. Thus, it is possible that foreign inflation may still be

imported unci ~r flexible rates. When the domestic currency depreciates, the domestic

price of tradl1bles in terms of nontradables will rise at home. This causes a divergence in

the initial production and consumption points at home, as production shifts toward the

tradables and consumption shifts toward nontradables in response to a change in relative

prices. An oh0.ous inflationary tendency in the nontraded goods market exists as the excess

demand in d:at sector builds up and these changes in relative prices in tum affect the

equilibrium rates ofhoarding. Abroad exactly the opposite takes place. The reduction in the

relative price of tradables in terms of nontradables causes producers to shift resources to

home goods vhile consumers substitute toward traded goods, thus generating a balance of

payments surplus for the home country. It appears, therefore, that a theory of linkage

between the world prices expressed in common currency and the general level ofdomestic

prices oftradal"les is trivial, unless the second stage ofinteraction between the two domestic

sectors (the traded and home goods markets) exists.

The fc regoing analysis can be formally obtained by differentiating the world goods

market equilibrium in equation (19b). For the home country, the change in domestic rate of

hoarding is eq'lal to

where

e . oh~_
op
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Similarly, the relationship between the relative price of nontraded goods and real

hoarding is oetained by differentiating equation (19) to obtain

(21)

where

OCm • _np_
n OZ-

Equation (20) can be simplified by substituting (21) to get

where

1
4>. ----

1 + 85

5 •
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The terms mn> 11 and € represent the marginal propensity to spend on nontraded goods, the

compensated elasticity of demand for nontraded goods, and the elasticity of supply on

nontraded goods.

AccorcEngly, using equation (22) and its counterpart in a foreign country, equilibrium

in the world r.larket for traded goods can be determined as follows:

(23) <P 13Pt + <P'13'P~ • 0 • dh + dh'

Since pt* = pt - e, a devaluation ofdomestic currency increases the domestic price of traded

goods by an amount that is less than proportionately to the rate ofdevaluation.

(24)

As in the one commodity model, equation 24 illustrates the positive relationship

between the dCJmestic price of traded goods and change in the exchange rate. In as much as

a domestic de'/aluation increases the domestic price of traded goods, then it can be argued

that the world money stock expressed in domestic currency will also cause the domestic

currency price oftraded goods to increase less than proportionately to the rate of change of

world money supply. But perhaps a more interesting result is the impact effect ofexchange

rate changes 0;-: the relative price ofnontraded goods in the home country. Substituting (23)

in (22), and then the result obtained in (21), yields
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As shown in equation 25, a devaluation reduces the relative price ofnontraded goods in the

home country which also implies a reduction in hoarding and thereby the demand for money.

In the case offoreign country exactly the opposite occurs. It is also clear that in this model,

a reduction in world money supply expressed in domestic currency has the same effect on

relative price ofnontraded goods.

As shown by the evidence for 1970-91, movements in foreign money expressed in

common currency do not necessarily reflect similar movements in the domestic money. In the

presence of n..)ntraded goods, perfect arbitrage does not hold up and deviations from the

purchasing power parity become a possibility. As such the domestic price is no longer the

same as the foreign price, and given this scenario, it's possible that the domestic economy may

be influenced by monetary conditions in the world. In a world of perfect capital mobility,

even a slight divergence in interest rate parity may cause massive capital flows among

countries and influence the direction and magnitude ofexchange rate changes provided that

the marginal propensity to spend on imported goods is greater than zero. This substitutability

between domestic and foreign assets undermines the insulation property of flexible exchange

rates. For ifthe world is non-Fisherian27
, any increase in foreign inflation arising from foreign

27 The Fisher relationship can be described as follows:

(1) i· r + flln p

that is, the nominal interest rate (i) is exactly equal to the real rate of interest (r) plus the rate
of inflation tJ. In p.

In an open-economy model, the capital account remains in balance if the change in
exchange rates (aln e) exactly offsets the differences in interest rates between countries
(example, the United States and the rest of the world).
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monetary growth will have an impact domestically as investors seek to adjust their portfolios

and expectations in response to changes in real rates of return. In addition, flexible exchange

rates can inter.sify some of the domestic effects of inflation.

The prr..ceding discussion can be formalized as follows. Under perfect capital mobility,

interest arbitrage ensures that the domestic interest rate and the world rate are linked so that:

(26) i - i' + l:J. In e

which also implies that with adjustment in anticipated change in nominal exchange rate,

domesticand t~reign assets are perfect substitutes.

Given the existence oflong-run equilibrium exchange rate, e, and rational

expectations in asset market, the rate ofchange for exchange rate can be written as:

(27) l:J.Ine-Q(e-e)

(2) ius· i ro", + l:J.In e

Under conditions ofcontinuous PPP, the change in exchange rates will also reflect
international differences in inflation rates:

(3) l:J.In e • l:J.In p - l:J.In p
us row

Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain the following relationship:

Ius - I ro",

Thus ~t' long as the Fisher relationship in (1) and PPP hold, the domestic real rate of
return equals that in the rest of the world.
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where the coefficient n measures the speed ofadjustment of spot exchange rate to its long-

run level e.

Stating in real terms the relationship in (26) yields

(28 ) Ii In q • r - r'

and combinin3 (21) and (22), we can write the equation for real exchange rate (q) as

(29) q • q - ~ (r - r')o

Thus, as shown here, the real exchange rate will be high and depreciating when real interest

rates at home exceed those abroad.

Consider the Fisher relationship again. Suppose there is domestic monetary growth.

So long as the price level rises immediately, the interest rate must also rise by percentage

point for percentage point with inflation to keep the domestic real rate of return equal with

that abroad. Accordingly, under continuous purchasing power parity, the long-run

equilibrium exchange rate will rise in the same proportion. In the long-run equilibrium, the

real rate of return in home country equals that in the world so capital flows will be stable.

However, the economy may not instantaneously jump to the new long-run

equilibrium b·~cause maybe prices are "sticky." If prices are sticky in the short run

(Dornbusch 1976), this implies an initial increase in real money supply and a consequent fall

in real interest rate. The fall in domestic real interest rate then leads to a capital outflow and
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a depreciation of the real exchange rate. Dornbusch argues that in the short run, when the

price is given, the exchange rate must overshoot to obtain the asset market equilibrium.

Consequently the value of foreign money expressed in domestic currency also overshoots

perhaps even more than the changes in domestic money. Thus this sticky-price model with

nontraded goods is able to show how exchange rate dynamics can be explained by a direct

linkage between domestic asset market and foreign rates of interest given monetary shocks.

But perhaps a major insight of the model is given by the analysis of fiscal policy.

Dornbusch has also shown that real exchange rate overshooting can occur not only because

ofmonetary st0cks in economies with sticky goods prices, but also as a consequence of fiscal

policy shocks. In fact, consistent with recent US experience, the stance offiscal policy during

the 1980s has •.erved as an important driving force for the real value ofthe US dollar. Over

the period 1981)-85, the real value ofthe US dollar rose by nearly 60 percent, the same period

during which the whole stance ofUS fiscal policy was very expansionary. Since then the real

exchange rate ofthe US dollar has been on a slide (see Figure 2.5) and the evidence suggests

that this is can be explained by large shifts in US fiscal policy (e.g., Tax Reform Act of 1986)

in recent years ~eldstein 1986) and by the gradual build up of service payments on external

debt (Masson and Knight 1990).

Consider now the effects offiscal policy in this model. Assume initially that a fiscal

expansion, as given by a fiscal variable g (say, government spending) takes place. We also

assume, as in Jornbusch (1987), that there exists a long-run level ofgovernment spending

cg) and an initi?lleve1 offiscal expansion g that is gradually phased out over time at the rate

A..
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(30) f!. In g - -A (g - g)

Equation (30) shows the adjustment process of transitory fiscal policy which, according to

Dornbusch, "corresponds to the US experience of the 1980s." Assume further that the

level ofgovemment spending, g, is related to domestic demand for output as follows:

(31) f!.lnp-6[c%>(e-p) +g]

Equation (31) shows that prices move in proportion to the excess demand for output, where

demand depends on real exchange rate (e-p) and government spending (g).

A fiscal expansion creates an excess demand for goods that raises output or prices,

and consequenJy the domestic real interest rate, given a nominal money stock. With higher

real rate ofreturn on domestic assets, incipient capital flows cause the real exchange rate to

appreciate and the trade deficits to increase as the equilibrium level of expenditures in home

country also rises by an amount equivalent to capital flows. Over time, as fiscal policy is

gradually phased out, the overvaluation ofreal exchange rate generates a future expectation

of depreciatic:1. This expectation of depreciation of the real exchange rate offsets the

difference in the real rates of interest at home and abroad. The depreciation then continues

until the initial equilibrium is restored and balance ofpayments equilibrium (with stable capital

flows) is maintained.

Clearly a strong feature ofour model is the analysis that large shifts in real exchange

rates have strengthened, rather than diminished, the degree of economic interactions under

a flexible excbange rate system. While both monetary and fiscal policy changes appear to
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exert an overriding influence on the pattern of real exchange rates, the implications in tenns

of the international transmission of these macroeconomic policies support much of the

observed interactions among the major industrialized countries since 1980. In the context of

our global mor.etarist mode~ for example, sustained movements in the real value of US dollar

in the 1980s rr..ay imply similar movements in the dollar value ofworld money that can in fact

explain changes in prices and income in domestic economy. In fact, since 1980s the United

States is no st anger to this recent economic experience and we maintain that the effects of

exchange rate changes on US domestic economy are really important. This is the scope of

empirical inve3tigation in the next chapter to which we now tum.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF MONEY, INCOME,
AND EXCHANGE RATES UNDER FIXED AND FLEXIDLE RATE SYSTEMS

The collapse in the relationship between Ml and nominal income since 1982

constitutes an important empirical issue in the conduct ofUS monetary policy. As shown in

chapter 2, the reason M2 might be preferred to Ml as a monetary target is because the

relationship between M2 and nominal GDP appears to be more stable in recent years.

Another imporLant issue in the 1980s is the increased influence of international factors on the

domestic economy. The theoretical analysis in chapter 3 suggests how in a system of flexible

rates, domestic monetary control may be complicated by wide fluctuations in exchange rates.

It has been argued that the change in the dollar value of foreign money exerts significant

effects on domestic aggregate demand and on prices. In this chapter, it is shown that the

inclusion of ~he dollar exchange rate in monetary models of nominal aggregate demand

improves their statistical fit during the 1980s. When the dollar exchange rate is included as

an independent variable in the income regressions, much of the fluctuations in money

anticipate fluctuations in nominal GDP and the relationship between money and nominal

income is significantly enhanced.

4.1 Description of the Empirical Model

The empirical work is motivated by the controversy arising from the breakdown in

money-income relationship after 1982, and the argument that such shifts may be explained by
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changes in the exchange rate (McKinnon 1984, Ambler and McKinnon 1985). While the

influence of international factors in the conduct of US monetary policy is often mentioned,

most of the attention has concentrated on the effect of world monetary conditions on

domestic prices. Many studies have concluded that changes in the dollar exchange rate affect

US prices (Himarios 1986, Viren 1990) while ignoring the possibility that the exchange rate

changes may also affect other components of domestic economic activity, such as income.

In this paper we attempt to refocus the issue. An important hypothesis to be tested is the

view that during the 1980s, changes in domestic aggregate demand are sensitive to changes

in the value of the exchange rate of the dollar as well as monetary aggregates.

4.1.1 Test of the Quantity Theory of Money

Central to modelling the relationship between a monetary aggregate and income is the

quantity theory equation written as

(1) 11 In m + 11 In v • 11 In y

where m, v, an'.i y are the quantity ofmoney, velocity, and nominal income, respectively, and

a l1. In before each variable represents a percentage change. Clearly, in this equation, a stable

relationship between the growth rate of money and a subsequent growth rate in nominal

income is predicated on a stable growth rate ofincome velocity.

Howe·!er, as shown in chapter 2, the same stable relationship between Ml and

nominal GDP that guided US monetary policy from 1955 to 1980 started to breakdown

thereafter. In the 1960s and 1970s the growth ofMI seems to be higWy correlated to growth
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of nominal in:;ome (see Figure 1.2). The velocity decline in 1982 did not only put into

question the stability of M! demand, but also questioned the use of Ml as the measure

exhibiting the greatest relation to income during the postwar period. Figure 4.1 shows this

deteriorating money-income relationship in the 1980s, in which the lagged growth rate ofM!

failed to refle(,t similar movements in the growth rate of nominal GDP.

In contrast, the relationship based on M2 appears to be more stable. As is evident

in Figure 4.2, the change in lagged growth rate ofM2 seemed to induce an equal change in

the rate ofgrowth ofnominal GDP thus rendering the ratio of income to M2 stable. Existing

studies within the Federal Reserve System (Hallman, Porter and Small 1989, Feinman and

Porter 1992) - as well as outside (Ramey 1993, Feldstein and Stock 1993) suggest that the

greater importance attached to M2 than to other aggregates is not misplaced. Moreover, on

empirical grou'1ds, the performance ofM2 during the most recent business cycle appears to

be reassuring.

4.1.2 Specification of the Model

This v!ew on the empirical regularity ofM2 demand in influencing the economy is a

starting point ( f our empirical investigation. However, under the present system offlexible

exchange rates, the ability ofmonetary aggregates to predict nominal income is now being

influenced by other factors.. The US dollar exchange rate has become a significant factor

in influencing ::luctuations in US GDP. McKinnon (1984) provided ample evidence on this

issue when he argued for using the dollar exchange rate as indicator of monetary policy.

More recently, Wallace and McNown (1992) have also shown the existence oflong-run
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equilibrium relationship between M2, nominal income, and dollar exchange rate during the

period offlexible rates in the US.

It is widely believed that exchange rate considerations during the flexible period

appear to exert significant influence in the economy. Surprisingly, however, studies that

explicitly tested the effects of the exchange rate on domestic income are very limited,

especially during the recent years of widely fluctuating exchange rates. Possibly with the

exception ofMcKinnon (1984), there are no other major studies that addressed this empirical

issue of the relationship between money, income, and the exchange rate. However,

McKinnon's study (based on annual data) only focused on the period up to 1982 and did not

include most o:the 1980s where substantial movements in the US dollar had occured. In this

paper, the goal is to show that changes in dollar exchange rate have lasting effect on nominal

GDP after 1982.

4,1,2,1 The Polynomial Distributed Lag Technique

The ge.leral framework of the empirical model is as follows. Let money growth and

nominal income form a long-run equilibrium relationship. Assuming further that exchange

rate changes can affect domestic income, then a nominal income model of the following

form seems to be appropriate:
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where M is the money stock (Ml and M2), Y nominal income (nominal GDP), E the nominal

exchange rate (defined as the trade-weighted foreign exchange value of the US dollar against

the currencies of 10 industrial countries), and X represents other variables that affect income

(for example, the world money supply and opportunity cost of holding money). The natural

logarithm is In and 11 represents first differences. a, P, y and [) are parameters greater than

zero, and J.l is the disturbance tenn.

EquatlOn (2) is specified as a polynomial distributed lag or an Almon lag model. 28

The model choice is based on the economic theory that money affects nominal income with

a lag. Econo l'llsts generally agree that changes in money stock will not have immediate

effects on the economy at a single point in time, but the impact is distributed over a number

offuture points in time. Empirical studies suggest that changes in the growth rate of money

are fully reflec:ted in the nominal income growth in about six months to two years. Thus a

distributed la.~ analysis that takes into account important lag infonnation is appropriate in

view of the actual implications ofour theoretical model.

28 The polynomial distributed lag or Almon (1965) lag is a special case ofunrestricted
finite distributed lag specified as

in which "t is assumed to be nonstochastic and e. is assumed to be nonnally distributed with
mean zero ar.:i variance a. The Almon procedure is based on the assumption that the
coefficients of each lagged variable ofan equation can be approximated by a polynomial of
a fairly low dewee. By limiting the lagged regressors to lie on a finite order polynomial, the
problem ofse~eremulticollinearity associated with extremely long lags is avoided. Important
references on Almon lags are Judge et. al. (1987) and Greene (1990). Other studies that
extensively m~d this technique are found in Frost (1975), Batten and Thornton (1983),
Pagano and Hlrtley (1981), and Schmidt and Waud (1973).
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In general, the distributed lag model assumes that the necessary lag length may be

extremely long, which in tum can lead to imprecise parameter estimates and severe

multicollinearity problem (Greene 1990). One advantage ofthe Almon lag (1965) technique

as used in this study is that it provides a flexible method of incorporating a variety of lag

structures, which in tum reduces the effect of multicollinearity. By imposing some structure

on the lag distribution and using smooth polynomial functions, the Almon lag technique can

reduce the number of parameters in the model. Thus the rationale for the use of the Almon

method is that it increases the precision of the estimates and, for strictly empirical matters,

this method has been widely used in many recent macroeconomic analysis.

4.1.2.2 Determining the Lag Structure

An important aspect of polynomial distributed lag model is the determination of

correct lag length and degree ofpolynomial. Without the appropriate specification, the use

ofthe model would have been erroneous as it leads to inconsistent estimates ofthe individual

lag coefficients and invalid tests. For example, if the assumed polynomial degree is correct,

but the lag length is underestimated (i.e., choosing n less than the true lag length), the

polynomial distributed lag estimator will be biased. Thus a large amount of caution is

needed in specifying the model in view of some problems associated with misspecification

of lag length and polynomial degree.

Two commonly used fit measures, the Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and

Schwarz's criterion (SC), are utilized to determine the appropriate lag length for each
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independent variable. 29 For both criteria, a lag length of n that is less than or equal some

maximum N is chosen so as to minimize AlC(n) or SC(n). Both criteria are based on the

maximum value of the log of the likelihood function and are similar in spirit to adjusted R2

in that they reward good fit but penalize the loss ofdegrees offreedom (Greene 1990).

Tables 4.1 to 4.4 give the results oflag specification search for individual independent

variables in the model. Two periods representing the fixed rate system (1966.1-1973.2) and

29 Akaike's AlC (1973) criterion is

AlC(n) = In a + 2n/T

while Schwarz's SC (1978) criterion is

SC(n) =In (j + n InT/T.

The term a is the maximum likelihood estimator of the residual variance obtained from a
model with a hg length 11, that is = SSEn/T where T is the sample size. For a discussion
of these criteria, see Judge et. aI. (1985).

Other procedures used for estimating the lag length of a polynomial distributed lag
model are also suggested by various authors. For example, Schmidt and Waud (1973) used
the minimum !:i:andard error of the residuals as their criterion..
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flexible rate regime (1982.1-1991.4) are examined for data on money supply (Ml and M2),

nominal GDP, nominal dollar exchange rate, opportunity cost, and world money supply. As

shown in the tables, the values of AlC and SC assume a minimum at n = 8 for almost all

variables so that N = 8 is chosen as lag length. This seems to be appropriate (Burdekin 1989,

Gujarati 1988) since in practice, a maximum lag length ofeight or ten quarters is often used

in a regession involving quarterly data30 for ten years, like those employed in this paper.

4,1,2,3 Determining the Degree of the Polynomial

Having specified the lag length, the degree of the polynomial is also determined. As

in the selectkn of correct lag length, the choice of the polynomial degree is important to

avoid any specification error that leads to biased and inconsistent estimates. Although various

procedures h~.ve been suggested for selecting the correct polynomial degree, we follow

Gujarati's (1988) simple suggestion of sequentially testing the statistical significance oflag

coefficients in each model approximated by a polynomial of a certain order. We first fit the

distributed lag model given in (2) by a fourth-degree polynomial and then compare the results

with regressions involving polynomial models oflower degrees (say 1, 2 or 3). After running

different regressions, with varying polynomial degrees, we find that a third-degree polynomial

30 The macroeconomic data series used are quarterly from 1966.1 to 1973.2 (for fixed
rate period) md from 1982.1 to 1991.4 (flexible rate period). The variables are nominal
GDP, MI, 1-12, dollar exchange rate, world money supply, and opportunity cost ofM2.
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TABLE 4.1

DISTRIBUTED LAGS: AKAIKE'S INFORMATION CRITERION (Ale) 1982.1-1991.4

Lag Length !!. In Ml !!. In M2 !!. In EXRATE !!. In WORLD !!. In OPCOST

1 -9.659 -9.658 -9.660 -9.661 -9.654

2 -9.677 -9.849 -9.677 -9.686 -9.690

3 -9.838 -9.880 -9.612 -9.621 -9.685

4 -9.823 -9.878 -9.535 -9.534 -9.632

5 -9.766 -10.17 -9.627 -9.679 -9.545

6 -9.901 -10.11 -9.563 -9.593 -9.647

7 -10.05 -10.02 -9.549 -9.620 -9.652

8 -10.36" -10.19" -9.850" -9.861" -9.870"

9 -10.32 -10.03 -9.838 -9.737 -9.701

10 -10.21 -9.957 -9.731 -9.747 -9.774

NOTES:

Ml and M2 are nominal money stocks; EXRATE is the trade-weighted value of the US dollar; WORLD
is the world money supply; and OPCOST is the opportunity cost ofmoney.

a Minimwn of the column.
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TABLE 4.2

DISTRIBUTED LAGS: SCHWARZ'S CRITERION (SC) 1982.1-1991.4

Lag Length tJ. In Ml I1lnM2 tJ. In EXRATE I1ln WORLD tJ. In OPCOST

1 -9.573 -9.573 -9.574 -9.576 -9.569

2 -9.548 -9.719 -9.548 -9.557 -9.561

3 -9.664 -9.705 -9.438 -9.447 -9.510

4 -9.603 -9.658 -9.315 -9.314 -9.412

5 -9.499 -9.906 -9.360 -9.413 -9.278

6 -9.587 -9.796 -9.549 -9.479 -9.389

7 -10.05 -9.808 -9.586 -9.557 -9.433

8 -10.36" -9.930" -9.626" -9.585" -9.577"

9 -9.866 -9.570 -9.388 -9.399 -9.312

10 -9.696 -9.443 -9.217 -9.233 -9.290

NOTES:

Ml and M2 are ~~ominal money stocks; EXRATE is the trade-weighted value ofthe US dollar; WORLD
is the world mo;~ey supply; and OPCOST is the opportunity cost ofmoney.

a Minimum of the column.
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TABLE 4.3

DISTRIBUTED LAGS: AKAlKE'S INFORMATION CRITERION (AIC) 1966.1-1973.2

Lag Length a In Ml a In M2 a In EXRATE a In WORLD aIn opeOST

1 -9.367 -9.367 -9.367 -9.369 -9.378

2 -9.352 -9.407 -9.279 -9.418 -9.300

3 -9.266 -9.334 -9.210 -9.346 -9.214

4 -9.333 -9.364 -9.262 -9.452 -9.219

5 -9.272 -9.271 -9.181 -9.419 -9.241

6 -9.195 -9.254 -9.261 -9.327 -9.170

7 -9.549 -9.360 -9.318 -9.701 -9.222

8 -9.592& -9.444& -9.375& -9.738& -9.514&

9 -9.475 -9.343 -9.255 -9.652 -9.392

10 -9.342 -9.174 -9.203 -9.518 -9.367

NOTES:

Ml and M2 are cominal money stocks; EXRATE is the trade-weighted value of the US dollar; WORLD
is the world money supply; and OPCOST is the opportunity cost ofmoney.

a Minimum of the column.
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TABLE 4.4.

DISTRIBUTED LAGS: SCHWARZ'S CRITERION (SC) 1966.1-1973.2

Lag Length t::.InMI t::.InM2 t::. In EXRATE t::. In WORLD t::. In OPCOST

1 -9.279 -9.279 -9.279 -9.281 -9.290

2 -9.219 -9.274 -9.145 -9.285 -9.166

3 -9.086 -9.154 -9.031 -9.166 -9.034

4 -9.106 -9.137 -9.035 -9.225 -8.993

5 -8.998 -8.996 -8.906 -9.144 -8.966

6 -8.872 -8.931 -8.937 -9.003 -8.846

7 -9.176 -9.320 -9.244 -9.277 -8.849

8 -9.2878 -9.3868 -9.3018 -9.3648 -8.968

9 -8.999 -8.667 -8.780 -9.176 -9.3808

10 -8.814 -8.646 -8.975 -8.990 -9.163

NOTES:

Ml and M2 are nominal money stocks; EXRATE is the trade-weighted value of the US dollar; WORLD
is the world money supply; and OPCOST is the opportunity cost ofmoney.

a Minimum of the column.
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model provide:; a reasonably good approximation and consistent estimates of the coefficients.

When other spxifications are used, the adjusted R2 statistic is not as high and the estimated

lag coefficients are not consistently significant. Thus it is decided that an Almon model of a

third degree is the most appropriate. This result is also in line with the usual econometric

practice ofusing a third- or fourth-degree polynomial as an accurate approximation of the lag

structure (pin~yck and Rubinfeld 1981, Gujarati 1988).

4.1.3 OLS Estimation and Autocorrelation

The empirical model that is being estimated is a third-degree polynomial-lag function

with no end-point restrictions. This general approach is used since there is no a priori

rationale for imposing end-point restrictions (see, for example, Schmidt and Waud 1973). It

is assumed, for simplicity, that the dependent variable (!:J.. In nominal GDP) is linearly related

to the independent variables. Also, as in McKinnon (1984), the lagged terms are included to

capture the bng-standing view that lagged money supplies and exchange rates have

significant effect on nominal income.

We start the estimation period in 1982 after the deregulation of the US financial

sector. This period 1982-91 also corresponds to the dramatic decline in Ml velocity in 1982

and the subsequent shift to M2 in 1987 as monetary target by the Federal Reserve System.

Hence the use of M2 as our measure of money stock in the model is consistent with the

empirical evidence during this period, and the fact that the post-1982 period is interesting to

study since during this time most monetarist ideas especially on money-income relationships

and the purchasing power parity relationship were seriously challenged. For comparative
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purposes, similar income regressions are run for the fixed rate period (1966.1-1973.2),

relating Ml and M2 to nominal GDP.

Since most macroeconomic time series data are nonstationary (Nelson and Plosser

1987), the regression is estimated using first differences to avoid the spurious regression

phenomenon described in Granger and Newbold (1974).31 It is also estimated by ordinary

least squares (OLS) with correction for serial correlation using the Cochrane-Orcutt

procedures as discussed in Shazam econometric program (version 7.0).

As expected in any empirical work utilizing time-series data, a considerable amount

of serial correlation is possible. While the correction for serial correlation is taken into

account, our results are still carefully checked for any evidence of autocorrelation in the

residuals. Initially the computed Durbin-Watson d statistic is used to examine whether

autocorrelation still remains in the regression that has already been adjusted for

autocorrelation. In general the results of the Durbin-Watson d test reveal that there is no

longer autocorrelation in our model.32 However, as noted by White (1985), the Durbin-

31 Tests for stationarity require that the series in levels must be time invariant, otherwise
the data must be differenced to eliminate the time trend that may produce spurious results.
The Dickey-Fuller (DF) and augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests are used to examine the
stationarity of the data set. Based on a significance level of 10 percent, all data series are
found to be nonstationary and all of them only require first differencing to be stationary.

32 The Durbin-Watson d statistic is the most comrnoniy used test for first-order serial
correlation in all models without lagged dependent variable as regressor. This is again in line
with the polynomial distributed lag model being used in this study. The DW statistic is
simply the ratio of the sum ofsquared differences in successive residuals to the residual sum
of squares. As a rule of thumb, the presence ofpositive or serial correlation isdetected if the
computed d statistic lies outside the lower and upper bound d values derived by Durbin and
Watson.
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Watson method may not be appropriate in a transformed regression when initial correction

autocorrelation has already been made.

As an alternative to the d test, we use a nonparametric test, the so-called runs test or

Geary (1970) test, as suggested by Gujarati (1988). The idea is that there is an observed

sequence of the residuals that can be positive or negative residuals depending on their

randomness, and a run is defined as an uninterrupted sequence of one attribute, such as

positive or negative. Thus, in a runs test, the hypothesis of randomness of the residuals is

examined. For example, if there are too few runs compared with the number of runs

expected in a random sequence of N observations, it would mean that the residuals don't

change their sign very rapidly, thus indicating a positive correlation exists.

The results of the runs test for different regressions are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.

Since the number of runs in each regression falls within the critical region, the null

hypothesis of randomness of the residuals can not be rejected with 95 percent confidence.

This clearly indicates that there is no serial correlation in the residuals from each regression.

For example, in a regression ofM2 and exchange rate in Table 4.5, the number of runs (12)

is within the critical region (11.5, 22.35) thus confirming the absence of autocorrelation

problem.

4.2 The Empirical Results

McKinnon (1984) has argued that the shift to flexible rates after 1973 led to a strong

volatility in exchange rates. In contrast to the dollar standard of the earlier years (1958-71),

flexible rates resulted into greater speculative shifts in capital flows especially during the

1980s which caused the exchange rate of the dollar to undergo large changes in values. Our
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TABLE 4.5

RUNS TEST: LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATES OF NOMINAL GOP
Flexible Rate: 1982.1-1991.4

Regression RWlS Critical Values *

Ml 13 (17+, 15-) (11.50, 22.35)

M2 19 (15+, 17-) (11.50, 22.35)

Ml +EXRATE 14 (15+, 17-) (11.54, 22.45)

M2+EXRATE 12 (16+, 16-) (11.50, 22.35)

M2+WORLD 17 (15+, 17-) (11.50, 22.35)

M2+0PCOST 16 (15+, 17-) (11.50, 22.35)

M2 + OPCOST + EXRATE 17 (15+, 17-) (11.50, 22.35)

M2 + OPCOf'.' + WORLD 16 (16+, 16-) (11.54, 22.45)

NOTES:

a. Figures outsde the parentheses represent the number ofruns, n. If the estimated n lies outside the
critical region, r~e null hypothesis of randomness of the residuals is rejected. Hence the presence of
serial correlatio· l.

b. * Critical va\us of runs obtained from the following interval with 95% confidence:
[ E(n) ± 1.960,,] where E(n) is the mean, On is the standard deviation, and n is the number of runs.
Accept the null hypothesis (Ho: residuals are random/independent) if the estimated n lies inside the
confidence intel val. For further discussion of this test, see Gujarati (1988).
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TABLE 4.6.

RUNS TEST: LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATES OF NOMINAL GDP
Fixed Rate: 1966.1-1973.2

Regression Runs Critical Values *

Ml 15 (15+, 14-) (10.04, 20.08)

M2 15 (17+, 12-) (10.30, 20.65)

M1+EXRAT5 17 (16+, 13-) (10.22, 20.46)

M2+EXRATE 17 (13+, 16-) (10.22, 20.46)

NOTES:

a. Figures outside the parentheses represent the number of runs, n. If the estimated n lies outside the
critical region, the null hypothesis of randomness of the residuals is rejected. Hence the presence of
serial correlatio:.t.

b. *Critical values ofruns obtained from the following interval with 95% confidence:
[E(n) ± 1.960.. ] where E(n) is the mean, On is the standard deviation, and n is the number ofruns.
Accept the null hypothesis (Ho: residuals are random/independent) if the estimated n lies inside the
confidence interval. For further discussion of this test, see Gujarati (1988).
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empirical work consists of evidence that the strength of US money-income relationship in

the 1980s is related to these movements in the US dollar. To verify this result, the

standard nominal income regression using money as the only explanatory variable is

compared with other specifications of the model that include the exchange rate and world

money supply variables.

4.2.1 Does the Dollar Exchange Rate Affect Income?

The starting point of our analysis is a test of money-income links based on purely

domestic monetary aggregates. Equation (2) was initially estimated using the lagged growth

rates in money stock and their influence on growth rate of nominal GOP during the fixed

period (1966.1-1973.2) and the years following the sharp fall in Ml velocity (1982.1-

1991.4). The idea here is to establish the relative effectiveness ofeach monetary aggregate

in predicting income across different exchange rate periods.

The results ofestimating nominal GOP growth using both Ml and M2 growth rates

during the fixed rate period are as follows (Table 4.7):

a In GOP = -.0065 + .983aln~Ml

(-.851) (1.93)

Period: 1966.1-1973.2 Adj R2=.38 se=.0070 dw=1.93 rho= .012

a In GOP = -.0100 + .941aln~M2

(-2.15) (3.83)

Period: 1966.1-1973.2 Adj R2=.17 se=.0082 dw=2.00 rho= -.002

The narrow money stock Ml seems to work better than M2 in predicting nominal

GDP in the fixed rate period as shown by the adjusted R2. Although the sum of the Jagged
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coefficients over eight quarters (the terms L1ln~Ml and L1ln~M2) is statistically

significant for both monetary measures, the standard error ofestimating nominal GOP using

Ml is smaller and the variance explained is greater. Interestingly, however, when the same

equation is estimated for the flexible period, Ml continues to be a better predictor of

domestic aggregate demand. As shown in Table 4.8, Ml growth rate explains 52 percent

of the variance in nominal GOP growth in contrast to only 36 percent in the case of M2

growth. Whet.'ler these results indicate a weak relationship between M2 and income during

the flexible rate cannot be taken as conclusive. In fact, some caution is in order in interpreting

these results. While the overall fit of simple money supply equation using Ml is a little bit

higher than th~t ofM2, the sum oflag coefficients ofM2 remain statistically significant and

close to one. The important influence of M2 on income also remains stable across the two

time periods.

L1ln dop = -.0007 + .38L6.In~Ml

(-.400) (4.02)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R2::.52 se=.0049 dw=1.94 rho=.0007

L1ln COP = -.0041 + .645L1ln~M2

(-.886) (2.29)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R2::.36 se=.0056 dw=1.92 rho=.018

Casual investigation ofthe evidence points to the relative strength ofMl in predicting

nominal income in the 1980s. However, it can be argued that part ofthe changes in nominal

income could h<l.ve been possibly explained by changes in exchange rates during the period.

For example the sharp appreciation and subsequent depreciation of the dollar exchange rate
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TABLE 4.7.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MI, M2 AND INCOME UNDER FIXED RATE SYSTEM: 1966.1-1973.2

Equation: ~In GDP = a + yaIn M

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant -.0065 (-.851) .38 .0070 1.93 .012

aInMlt.) .111 (1.13) .530

alnMlt.2 .091 (.769) A24

alnMlt.3 .406 (3.08)*** 1.88

~lnMlt-4 .178 (lAO) .876

alnMlt.s .147 (1.17) .739

aln Mlt-6 .148 (1.41) .740

~lnMlt.7 -.103 (-1.05) -.514

~lnMlt.g .002 (1.32) .221

~1;InMI .983 (1.93)* 4.89

Constant -.0100 (-2.15)** .17 .0082 2.00 -.002

aInM2t.) .849 (2.01)** .865

~InM2t.2 -1.06 (-1.33) -1.04

~InM2t'3 1.18 (IA8) 1.11

~InM21-4 -.705 (-.961) -.659

~InM2t.S .773 (1.00) .701

~InM2t-6 -.683 (-.937) -.610

~lnM2t.7 .588 (1.37) .509

~lnM21.g .002 (1.64) .281

~1;ln M2 .941 (3.83)*** LIS

NOTES:

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2is the adjusted coefficient ofdetermination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimat;-, and rho (p) is the coefficient offrrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant c.. •• * 5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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TABLE 4.8.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MI, M2 AND INCOME UNDER FLEXIBLE RATE SYSTEM: 1982.1-1991.4

:-
Equation: .6 In GDP = a + y.61n M

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient AdjR2 SE DW p

Constant -.0007 (-.400) .52 .0049 1.94 .0007

.61n Ml t_l -.186 (-1.42) -.322

.6 In Ml t_2 .359 (2.20)** .623

.6 In Ml t_3 -.131 (-.807) -.231

.61n Ml t-4 .141 (1.02) .275

.6 In Ml l _s -.090 (-1.08) -.205

.61n Ml t-6 .125 (1.97)* .282

.61n Ml t_? .159 (2.56)*** .359

.61n Ml toS .004 (2.70)*** .646

.6ElnMI .381 (4.02)*** 1.42

Constant -.0041 (-.886) .36 .0056 1.92 .018

.6 In M2
t
_l -.071 (-.343) -.071

.6 In M2
t
_l .460 (2.17)** .437

.6ln M2
t
_l -.234 (-1.14) -.231

.6ln M2t_l .399 (1.95)* .512

.6lnM2
t
_l .048 (.324) .061

.6ln M2
t
_l .027 (.186) .034

.61n M2t_l .015 (.104) .018

.6ln M2
t
_
l .0008 (.776) .159

.6ElnM2 .645 (2.29)** .920

NOTES:

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adju.rt.ed coefficient of detennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error of estitr.~t(;, and rho (p) is the coefficient of fIrst-order serial correlation.
3. SignifIcant a~ *5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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in the 1980s brought about by fiscal policy shocks, are found to have had important short-run

effect on the economy (Meltzer 1993). Earlier McKinnon (1984) has shown that during the

"weak" dollar ~tandard of 1973-82, a purely domestic money supply equation (with suitable

lags) is able co explain only 50 percent of variation (adjusted R2) in nominal income.

However, th{. addition of the exchange rate had greatly enhanced the statistical fit of the

model to 86 percent. Without the exchange rate variable the effect of money supply on

income is obscured.

If the ~ffect of exchange rate on nominal income is systematic and is indicative of

growing interaction with the rest ofthe world, one would expect the exchange rate to have

predictive power for nominal income over and above the information contained in the growth

rate of money ~upply. Thus, it would be informative to test this hypothesis. The results of

this test are pl'esented below (Tables 4.9 and 4.10):

llln C'OP = .0050 - .0008llln:EMl - .497llln:EEXRATE
(.309) (-.0006) (-.490)

Period: 1966.1-1973.2 Adj R2::.30 se=.0075 dw=l.77 rho=.089

!lIn GDP = -.0094 + .992llln:EM2 - .781llln:EEXRATE
(-2.00) (3.65) (-3.31)

Period: 1966.1-1973.2 Adj R2::.75 se=.0044 dw=2.51 rho=-.286

In the lixed period, the inclusion of the exchange rate has increased the explanatory

power ofM2 but not ofMl. The marginal contribution ofM2 is further enhanced by the

exchange rate variable as indicated by the sum of lag coefficients that is almost equal to unity

and highly significant. At the same time the growth rate in dollar exchange rate is also

significant in predicting the growth rate ofnominal income during the period. In contrast,
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TABLE 4.9.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MONEY AND THE DOLLAR UNDER FIXED RATE SYSTEM: 1966.1-1973.2

Equation: ~ln GDP = a + yLlln Ml + aLlln EXRATE

Variable Coefficient 13 Coefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant .0050 (.309) .30 .0075 1.77

LllnMll1..! .044 (.210) .211

Llln Mlt.2 .117 (.429) .544

Llln Ml t_3 .144 (.536) .668

Llln Mlt-4 ..009 (.039) .045

~lnMlt_5 -.026 (-.063) -.130

~lnMlt~ -.112 (-.642) -.560

~lnMlt_7 -.106 (-.625) -.530

~lnMlt-8 -.071 (-.229) -7.35

~~lnMI -.0008 (-.0006) -7.10

LllnEt_1 -.140 (-.373) -.183

Llln Et.2 -.048 (-.139) -.062

Llln Et_3 -.153 (-.500) -.194

~ln Et-4 -.123 (-.151) -.155

~In~.5 -.412 (-.599) -.437

~In Et-6 .342 (.606) .297

~In~_7 -.038 (-.048) -.023

~In Et-8 .077 (.233) 7.58

~I:InE -.497 (-.490) 6.82

NOTES:

.089

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient of detennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error of estimate, and rho (p) is the coefficient of fIrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant at *5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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TABLE 4.10.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MONEY AND THE DOLLAR UNDER FIXED RATE SYSTEM: 1966.1-1973.2

Equation: ~ln GDP = a + y ~ln M2 + &.::lln EXRATE

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant -.0094 (-2.00)** .75 .0044 2.51

liln M2t_1 .975 (2.87)*** .993

~lnM2t.2 -.798 (-1.33) -.786

~ln M2t.3 -.360 (-.489) -.340

~ln M2t-4 1.82 (1.86)* 1.70

~ln M2t.5 -1.35 (-1.21) -1.22

~ln M2t-6 .645 (.594) .576

~ln M2t_7 -.741 (-1.01) -.642

~ln M2t-$ .806 (3.96)*** 8.86

liElnM2 .992 (3.65)*** 9.14

liln Et_1 .850 (4.92)*** 1.10

liln Et_2 -.813 (-2.77)** -1.04

liln Et_3 -.181 (-.660) -.229

liln Et-4 1.00 (2.40)*** 1.26

liln Et.5 -.539 (-1.64) -.571

liln Et-6 -1.92 (-.501) -.167

liln Et_1 .099 (.310) .061

liln E(-$ -1.00 (-3.95)** -8.73

liElnE -.781 (-3.31)** -8.31

NOTES:

-.286

1. Figures are e.stimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient ofdetennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimate, and rho (p) is the coefficient of fIrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant aL * 5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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the ability ofMl, when combined with the exchange rate, to predict domestic GOP is very

weak. The sum of lag coefficients for M1 is not only insignificant but has also a wrong sign

("negative"). The exchange rate has the right sign but is not statistically significant. One

explanation is a possible collinearity problem between Ml and exchange rate. If there is an

exact linear relationship between Ml and exchange rate, then there is no way to assess their

separate influence on domestic income. Therefore it is possible that the exchange rate in our

income equation picks up the independent effects ofMl, thus distorting the predictive power

of Ml on domestic GOPY Nonetheless, the predictive content of the exchange rate during

the fixed period becomes more evident when the overall fit of our output regressions (the

adjusted R2) is examined. This is true in the case ofM2 in which the adjusted R2 increases

as one moves from fitting the equation with money supply only (Adj R?-.17), to the equation

where exchange rate is also included as explanatory variable (Adj R2::.75). Under the flexible

system, the proportion of total GOP variance explained by the model with exchange rate is

increased significantly, and this is true in every equation regardless of the monetary variables

(Ml or M2) used (Tables 4.11-4.12):

33 While the issue of collinearity (existence of a single linear relationship) or
multicollinearity (existence of more than one exact linear relationship) crops up frequently
in empirical analyses, it does not present serious estimation problems. According to
Achen (1982), with multicollinearity problem, "unbiased, consistent estimates will occur,
and their standard errors will be correctly estimated. The only effect of multicollinearity is
to make it hard to get coefficient estimates with small standard error." Kmenta (1986)
also warns that "the meaningful distinction is not between the presence or the absence of
multicollinearity, but between its various degrees." In fact, some economists argue that
multicollinearity is not a serious problem if the sole purpose of regression analysis is
prediction or forecasting (Geary 1963), and if the existing collinearity structure continues
in the future samples (Judge et. aI., 1985).
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/lIn GDP = -.0026 + .533/lln:EMI + .011/lln:EEXRATE
(-5.67) (18.72) (.812)

Period. 1982.1-i991.4 Adj R~.82 se=.0029 dw=1.53 rho=.186

/lIn GDP = -.0090 + .911/lln:EM2 - .133/l1n:EEXRATE
(-6.50) (10.03) (-6.96)

Period. 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R~.73 se=.0036 dw=1.50 rho=.247

An examination of our results suggests that when M2 is used in our income model, the effect

of exchange rate on income is not obscured. The dollar exchange rate variable has the

correct sign and is higWy significant. In contrast, with Ml, the predictive power ofexchange

rate over nominal income is now insignificant and with the wrong sign ("positive"). This

despite the fa':t that the growth in Ml is able to explain at least 82 percent of variance in

domestic GDP growth while M2 growth can only explain 73 percent. But this particular

result cannot be taken to conclude that M2 is not as good as Ml in predicting growth in

domestic incor:le in the period 1982-91. The fact that our income equation yields consistent

estimate ofcorfficients (in tenns ofsize and sign) when M2 is used, may lead us to think that

M2 is still better than Ml, despite a slightly greater fit of the model based on M1.

Clearly, the foregoing results suggest that once the effects of exchange rate changes

are accounted for, the growth rate of domestic money supply provide a usefully stable

information f(lr predicting the growth of income. This is particularly true during the 1980s

ofwide fluctuations in the value ofthe dollar exchange rate. To further examine the relative

contribution of exchange rate in our income model, the beta coefficients or standard

regression coefficients are also presented in Tables 4.9-4.12. A variable is said to be

standardized ifit is expressed in tenns ofstandard deviation from its mean and divided by its
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TABLE 4.11.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MONEY AND THE DOLLAR UNDER FLEXIBLE RATE SYSTEM: 1982.1-1991.4

Equation: ~ln GDP = a +y~ln Ml + aMn EXR.ATE

Variable Coefficient ~ Coefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant -.0026 (-5.67)** .82 .0029 1.53

~lnMI\t.1 -.008 (-.098) -.014

~lnMIt_2 .358 (3.46)*** .620

~ln MIt.] -.171 (-1.65) -.302

~ln Mlt-4 .153 (1.83)* .298

~lnMlt_5 -.041 (-.802) -.094

~ln Mlt-6 .099 (2.44)*** .226

~ln MIt.? .097 (2.67)*** .220

~ln Mlt-ll .045 (4.12)*** 6.91

~mnMI .533 (18.72)** 7.86

~lnEt.1 -.013 (-1.20) -.114

~lnEt_2 .004 (.325) .034

~ln E1•3 .002 (.171) .016

~ln E I-4 .045 (3.38) .345

~lnEt.5 .017 (1.20) .131

~lnEt-6 .023 (1.77) .177

~ln~.? -.012 (-.904) -.095

~ln~-ll -.054 (-3.92)** -6.43

~1:lnE .Oll (.812) -5.93

NOTES:

.186

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient ofdetennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimate. and rho (p) is the coefficient of fIrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant, f *5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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TABLE 4.12.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MONEY AND THE DOLLAR UNDER FLEXIBLE RATE SYSTEM: 1982.1-1991.4

Equation: aIn GDP = IX + ya In M2 + 0 aIn EXRATE

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant -.0090 (-6.53) .73 .0036 1.50

aln M2t_1 .212 (1.22) .213

aln M2t_2 .669 (3.72)*** .634

aln M2t_3 -.275 (-1.59) -.272

aln M2t-4 .018 (.111) .023

aln M2t_5 .313 (2.97)*** .399

aln M2t-6 -.034 (-.321) -.043

aln M2t_7 -.037 (-3.48)** -.046

aln M2t-8 .046 (4.47)*** 8.55

atln M2 .911 (10.03)** 9.45

aln Et_1 -.326 (-2.06)** -.267

aln Et_2 -.008 (-.566) -.071

aln Et_3 -.004 (-.304) -.032

aln Et-4 .039 (2.66)** .300

aln 1;-5 -.004 (-.325) -.035

aln 1;-6 .019 (1.24) .145

aln Et_7 -.072 (-4.43)** -.555

aln Et-8 -.069 (-4.22)** -8.12

a tInE -.133 (-6.96)** -8.64

NOTES:

.247

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient ofdetennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestirnatt", and rho (p) is the coefficient of flfst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant at *5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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standard deviation (Gujarati 1988). Therefore, the beta coefficients in our model

approximate the change in domestic GDP, on the average, when the dollar exchange rate or

money supply changes by one standard deviation.

Analysis of these beta coefficients yields some interesting results. For one, even

though both Ml and M2 are statistically significant in predicting income, the marginal

contribution of M2 is higher than M1. Note that the sum of lag beta coefficients of M2 in

Tables 4.12 is higher than that of Ml in Table 4.11 (9.45 for M2 and 7.86 for Ml),

indicating a greater marginal effect of M2 in explaining domestic nominal income.

Moreover, both M2 and the dollar exchange rate are equally important variables as far as

changes in nominal income are concerned. Although the variance in income that is due to

money supply changes is a little bit greater than the one that is caused by exchange rate

disturbances, the difference is very small. For example, during the 1982-91 period, a change

in one standard deviation in M2 would produce a change of about 9.45 standard deviation

in nominal GDP, and a change of one standard deviation in dollar exchange rate would

produce a 8.64 standard deviation in income. This, in a way, confirms the relative

importance placed on exchange rate variable.

4.2.2 World Money as Predictor of US Nominal Income

As indicated above, the earlier focus on the M2 money supply as indicator of

monetary policy is no longer enough in view of an increasingly open US economy. This

explains the increased confidence placed on the dollar exchange rate as an important variable

to reflect the growing interaction of the US economy with the rest of the world. Earlier
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McKinnon ar.d others have shown that world money is a better predictor of prices than

domestic monp.y under the flexible rate system.

Our empirical investigation is extended to account for any independent effect ofworld

money on income. World money is measured as the weighted average of growth rates of

nominal money supplies of Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,

Sweden, Switzerland, and United Kingdom, expressed in terms ofdollars. The exchange rate

index used to convert world money in dollars is the index of the trade-weighted exchange

value of the dollar as measured by the Federal Reserve System. The weights used in

generating the world money supply variable equal to that ofeach country's average share of

total world trade (imports plus exports) for the five years 1972-76. These are the same

weights used in the Fed's measure of the dollar exchange rate. 34

If world monetary conditions constitute an important channel by which domestic

monetary policy impacts domestic income, then we would expect fluctuations in world money

supply growth to contain information about movements in domestic income growth.

34 The measure of world money supply variable used in this paper differs from
McKinnon's methodology in two aspects. First, world money growth is calculated as the
weighted average of the growth rates of nominal money supplies of 10 industrial countries
excluding the United States. McKinnon calls this the rest of the world money (ROW) while
world money i.1 the sum of the growth rates of money supplies ofeleven countries including
the US. Moreover, McKinnon does not incorporate exchange rate changes in measuring his
world monetaoy variables. Second, unlike in McKinnon's study, the fixed weights used in
calculating the world money correspond to each country's share of total world trade (imports
plus exports) for the five years 1972-76, and are given as follows: Belgium (.064), Canada
(.091), France (.131), Germany (.208), Italy (.090), Japan (.136), Netherlands (.083), Sweden
(.042), Switzerland (.036), and United Kingdom (.119). The reason for this is to achieve
consistency since the same weights are used in calculating the weighted average exchange
value ofthe dollar. For details of how the dollar index is measured, see the technical note in
the Federal Reserve Bulletin (August 1978), p. 700.
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Moreover, ifv/orld money is indeed significant, our income regressions must show higher

predictive power than what has been already accounted for by domestic money and exchange

rate.

Such predictable relationship on income appears to hold up in the case of world

money. This if, evident from the results below (Table 4.13):

l:i In CDP = -.0085 + .900l:iln!:M2 + .114l:iIn~WORLD

(-5.21) (8.12) (5.36)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R2::.59 se=.0045 dw=1.90 rho=.039

As the above results show, the dollar value ofworld money is a crucial variable in the

determination of domestic income. The sum of lag coefficients is both significant and

positive, a result that supports a strong positive impact ofworld monetary growth in earlier

empirical studies (McKinnon 1984). In fact there's a great deal ofevidence of this predicted

relationship hI our results, regardless of whether the short-term (the individual lag

coefficients) Jr the long-term impact (the sum of lag coefficients) of world money on

income is exan1ined. The inclusion ofworld money as another explanatory variable enhances

the predictive power of our income equation. The overall fit of the income equation is

increased significantly to 59 percent (model with world money and M2). In contrast, in a

model with orJy domestic money (M2), the overall significance of the income regression is

only 36 percent. It appears that world money has an independent effect on domestic GDP

over and above that of domestic money. Even in the presence of world money, the

coefficients fo; M2 remain high and significant.
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TABLE 4.13.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
US MONEY AND WORLD MONEY SUPPLY: 1982.1-1991.4

Equation: aln GDP = a + yalnM2 + <')alnWORLD

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant

alnM2t.1

a1nM2t.2

alnM2t_3

alnM2t-4

alnM2t_5

alnM2t-6

alnM2t_7

alnM2t~

a~lnM2

-.008 (-5.21) .59 .0045

.254 (.929) .255

.464 (1.54) .440

-.060 (-.219) -.059

-.017 (-.078) -.022

.308 (1.91)* .392

-.075 (-.428) -.095

-.015 (-.083) -.019

.042 (3.79)**· 7.88

.900 (8.12)**· 8.77

1.90 .039

alnWt_1 .019 (1.37) .262

alnWt.2 .003 (.171) .045

alnWt_3 .006 (.406) .092

aln Wt-4 -.027 (-2.08)** -.371

aln Wt.5 -.007 (-.609) -.096

aln Wt-6 .005 (.302) .072

alnWt.7 .048 (2.78)·*· .647

alnWt~ .064 (3.64)·*· 7.66

a~lnW .114 (5.36)·** 8.31

NOTES:

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient ofdetermination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimata

, and rho (p) is the coefficient of frrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant at * 5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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An examination of the beta coefficients for M2 and world money further shows that

the marginal contributions of these variables in .;;xplaining domestic income are almost the

same. When domestic income is estimated with M2 and world money, a one standard

deviation increase in M2 will raise income by 8.77 standard deviation, while an increase of

one standard deviation in world money causes nominal GDP to increase by 8.31 standard

deviation. In contrast, when M2 is the only explanatory variable, the variation in income that

is due to the influence ofdomestic money is very small, at .920 standard deviation. It seems

that domestic money is likely to have a greater predictive power in estimating domestic

income when 'Norld money is included in the estimation.

4.2.3 Velocity and Opportunity Cost of Money

Until 1982 economists were confident that specification based on Ml are relatively

stable and car. be predicted by a few variables like income and interest rate. The fact that a

stable money demand exists also implies a stable relationship between money and nominal

income. In such a case the Ml aggregate can be used as a reliable guide for formulating

monetary polic-y. Yet, as is already well known, assumptions ofa stable Ml velocity had been

clearly refute~ in the 1980s.

In con~rast, the velocity ofM2 is relatively stable and one major reason is because its

opportunity cost is also stable. The opportunity cost ofM2, defined as a spread between the

market rates and yields on demand deposit components of M2, is stationary around a

trendless difH:;ential and hence would be independent of any trend in interest rates. This

explains why the M2 velocity will not be affected by interest rate trends in the long run.
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However, in the short run, when deposit rates adjust instaneously but only partially to a

change in market interest rates, the interest elasticity would be proportional but less than the

opportunity cost elasticity. Equilibrium money demand would hence be affected, and the

velocity would be positively related to the opportunity cost of holding M2 (Carlson 1989).

That M2 velocity is closely related to the opportunity cost ofM2 may provide new

insights as to the relative importance of opportunity cost measure in the demand for money.

Ifthe oppOrtUlhty cost can affect the velocity ofmoney, then changes in opportunity cost can

also be used to predict changes in nominal income. Thus it is expected that the inclusion of

opportunity cost variable in our empirical model will give the income equation a better fit.

To test this hypothesis, the opportunity cost ofM2 is included in our income equation,

in addition to M2, world money, and exchange rate. The M2 opportunity cost is measured

as the differem.:e between the weighted average ofyields on the three month Treasury bill and

three-year Tr~asury note and the weighted average of rates paid on M2 instruments.35

Initially domestic income growth is regressed against the growth rates of M2 and its

opportunity C()~.t. The evidence in Table 4.14 suggests that the marginal contribution ofM2

opportunity cost in predicting domestic GDP over the 1982-91 period is quite weak. This

is indicated below by insignificant and small size of the coefficients. The effect of including

the M2 oPPor!unity cost in the pure money supply equation only reduced the overall fit of

the model, a rlecline in the proportion of GDP variance explained from 36 percent to 30

percent. It apoears that the opportunity cost variable picks up the predictive power ofM2

35 The M2 npportunity cost used in this paper is the measure adopted by the staff of the
Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve Bank System. John Carlson of the Federal
Reserve Bank ofCleveland generously provided the data for this study.
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and distorts th0 ability ofmonetary variable (M2) and in the model to explain changes in US

income.36

A In GDP = -.0016 + .564Aln~M2 - .003Aln~OPCOST
(-.287) (1.64) (-.155)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R~.30 se=.0059 dw=2.11 rho=-.092

But again a more interesting result is the consistently significant effect ofthe exchange

rate in the in<.ome equation, when exchange rate is added to M2, world money, and M2

opportunity co:>t as explanatory variables. The introduction ofexchange rate does not only

enhance the pr~ictive content ofthe model (at least 82 percent ofvariance in domestic GDP
\

- the adjusted R2
- can be explained), but it also allows for greater independent effect ofM2

on income (Table 4.15). It is also interesting to note that the dollar value ofworld money

is still marginr.!Iy significant even in the presence ofopportunity cost ofM2 (Table 4.16):

A In GDP = -.0058 + .725Aln~M2 - .007Aln~OPCOST
(-1.56) (3.26) (-.433)

- .l10Aln~EXRATE
(-4.40)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R~.82 se=.0029 dw=2.18 rho=-.095

A In GDP = -.0054 + .789Aln~M2 - .095Aln~OPCOST
(-1.42) (3.55) (-.916)

+ .095Aln~WORLD

(3.11)

Period: 1982.1-1991.4 Adj R~.72 se=.0037 dw=1.89 rho=.033

36 Th~ results of the income regression relating GDP growth rate to growth rates
of M2 and exchange rate are a suspect for possible collinearity problem given the insignificant
values of the coefficients and low adjusted R2

. However, an examination of the partial
correlation matrix reveals no evidence ofcollinearity between the two independent variables
in the equatior ..
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TABLE 4.14.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
M2 AND OPPORTUNITY COST: 1982.1-1991.4

Equation: l\In GDP = a + yl\ln M2 + &l\ln OPCOST

Variable Coefficient p Coefficient Adj R2 SE

Constant -.0016 (-.287) .30 .0059

l\InM2\l_1 .243 (.508) .245

l\In M2t_2 .994 (2.43)*** .944

l\In M2t_3 -.388 (-.824) -.382

MnM2t-4 -.350 (-.739) -.449

l\lnM2t_s -.054 (-.194) -.069

l\ln M2t.o -.006 (-.024) -.007

l\ln M2t_7 .121 (.561) .150

l\lnM2t-8 .003 (1.12) .571

l\~InM2 .564 (1.64) 1.001

l\ln OCt_I .005 (.710) .152

l\ln OCt_2 .012 (1.23) .349

l\ln OCt.3 .017 (1.71) .489

l\ln OCt-4 -.004 (-.325) -.114

l\ln OCt_S -.020 (-2.09)** -.564

l\ln OCt.o -.002 (-.259) -.079

l\ln OCt_7 -.012 (-1.38) -.400

l\ln OCt-8 .001 (.180) .071

l\~InOC -.003 (-.155) -.096

NOTES:

DW p

2.11 -.092

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimat,,:, and rho (p) is the coefficient of first-order serial correlation.
3. Significant aa: *5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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TABLE 4.15.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
ML, OPPORTUNITY COST, AND EXCHANGE RATE: 1982.1-1991.4
Equation: Doln GDP = II + yDoIn M2 + &Do In OPCOST + ADoIn EXRATE

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant

DolnM2\t_1

DolnM2t_2

DolnM2t_3

DolnM2t-4

DolnM2t_5

DolnM2t-{i

Doln M2t_7

'DolnM2t-8

DoEIn M2

-.0058 (-1.56) .82 .0029 2.18

.308 (1.52) .309

.713 (3.22)*** .676

-.437 (-1.90)* -.431

-.262 (-1.27) -.337

.180 (1.10) .229

.038 (.197) .048

.149 (.990) .185

.035 (2.72)*** 6.60

.725 (3.26)*** 7.28

.022

Doln OCt_1 .003 (.609) .099

Doln OCt_2 .001 (.258) .055

DoIn OCt_3 .002 (.239) .059

Doln OCt-4 .006 (.829) .182

Doln OCt_5 -.014 (-2.03)** -.394

Doln OCt-{i -.009 (-1.57) -.301

Doln OCt_7 -.006 (-.908) -.204

Doln OCtoS .007 (1.37) .409

Do~lnOC -.007 (-.433) -.094
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TABLE 4.15. (Continued)
DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:

M2, OPPORTUNITY COST, AND EXCHANGE RATE: 1982.1-1991.4

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient SE DW p

Llln Bu.) -.048 (-2.20)** -.394

Llln Et_2 -.016 (-.829) -.136

Llh. Et_3 .024 (1.36) .183

Llln Et-4 .033 (2.04)** .257

Llln Et_5 .008 (.519) .062

Llln Et-6 .025 (1.51) .194

Llln E
t
_7 -.083 (-4.62)** -.636

Llln Et-$ -.054 (-2.57)** -6.41

Ll:EInE -.110 (-4.40)** -6.87

NOTES:

1. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjusted coefficient ofdetennination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error of estimate, and rho (p) is the coefficient of first-order serial correlation.
3. Significant a; * 5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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TABLE4.!6.

DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:
M2, OPPORTUNITYCOST,ANDWORLDMONEY: 1982.1-1991.4
Equation: Mn GDP = a: + yMn M2 + aaln OPCOST + lain WORLD

Variahle Coefficient p Coefficient Adj R2 SE DW p

Constant

alnM2\l_1

alnM2t.2

alnM2t_3

alnM2t-4

alnM2t_S

alnM2t-6

alnM2t_7

alnM2t.g

a~lnM2

-.005 (-1.42) .72 .0037 1.89

.620 (2.25)** .623

.966 (2.59)*** .917

-.733 (-2.32)** -.723

-.291 (-1.17) -.375

.217 (1.20) .277

.306 (1.19) .386

-.362 (-1.36) -.448

.065 (3.44)*** 12.09

.789 (3.55)*** 12.47

.033

alnOCt_1 -.007 (-.664) -.219

aln OCt_2 .020 (1.79)* .583

aln OCt_3 -.0004 (-.044) -.012

aln OCt-4 -.019 (-1.47) -.531

aln OCt_S -.008 (-1.02) -.219

aln OCt-6 -.004 (-.739) -.153

aln OCto? -.Oll (-1.49) -.389

aln OCt.g .Oll (1.63) .635

a~lnOC -.019 (-.916) -.295
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TABLE 4.16. (Continued)
DISTRIBUTED LAG MODEL:

M2, OPPORTUNITY COST, AND WORLD MONEY: 1982.1-1994.1

Variable Coefficient PCoefficient SE DW p

.D.InWIl_1 ..005 (.239) .078

.D.1n Wt.2 .006 (.304) .088

.D.1n Wt_3 -.008 (-.437) -.114

.D.1n Wt-4 -.049 (-1.96)* -.655

.D.1n Wt_S .002 (.127) .032

.D.1n Wt~ -.005 (-.240) -.073

.D.1n Wl _? .039 (2.04)** .521

.D.1n Wt-8 .103 (3.51)*** 12.24

.D.:E1n W .095 (3.11)*** 12.11

NOTES:
1.. Figures are estimated and standardized (beta) coefficients and t-ratios in parentheses.
2. R2 is the adjested coefficient ofdetermination; DW is the Durbin Watson statistics, SE the standard
error ofestimate, and rho (p) is the coefficient offrrst-order serial correlation.
3. Significant at * 5% level, ** 2.5%, *** 1%.
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After introducing changes in the exchange rate, changes in the opportunity cost ofM2 explain

nothing about changes in domestic GDP. Instead changes in the dollar exchange rate convey

more usefully relevant information than information provided by changes in the opportunity

cost. In the presence of the exchange rate, domestic money seems to predict income better

than any other variables in the model. .

4.3 Predicthig the Ml and M2 Velocities From Income Regressions

The inU>me regressions reported in the preceding section confirm the validity of our

empirical question: after accounting for the behavior of money, does the behavior of

exchange rate have additional explanatory power for domestic income? The evidence

presented so far suggest a strong case in support ofour hypothesis. It is clear that the US

dollar exchange rate should be included as an additional variable in predicting domestic

aggregate den:and in the United States.

However, the usefulness of the model's empirical results depends not only on the

strength of relationships ofmoney supply and exchange rate to income, but also on the

stability and predictability of those relationships. If the combination of M2 and exchange

rate can predict domestic income better than any other variables, then such equation should

be able to capture the swings in income growth reasonably well. Table 4.17 shows the

forecast performance of various regressions that are estimated within the model's estimation

periods - 1966.1 to 1973.2 (fixed) and 1982.1 to 1991.4 (flexible).37 The forecasting ability

37 The forecast evaluation results for six income regressions under the flexible rate
system are all reported, while in the case of fixed period the best forecast of GDP growth is
derived from two equations. As earlier argued, the world money supply variable is not a
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of each income regression is evaluated using the root mean squared error and Theil's

inequality coefficient as criteria for best forecast.

One noticeable result from the table is that an equation involving the exchange rate

and M2 always yields the most accurate forecast of GDP growth. For example, under the

flexible system, a model based on M2 and exchange rate seems to track reasonably well

changes in GDP unlike the other income regressions. The stability of its forecast can be

gleaned from & high correlation of.74 between the actual and forecasted values and a small

root mean squared error and low inequality coefficient.38

Thus the forecasts of Ml and M2 velocities under the flexible rate system (Table

4.18) are basically derived from our initial results. Using the forecasted values ofGDP and

historical values ofmoney supply, the percentage change in the predicted velocity is equal to

the percentage.,:;hange in forecasted GDP minus the percentage change in actual money stock.

The predicted values of GDP are obtained from the best forecasts of income regressions

given in Tabl~ 4.17.39 Figure 4.3 shows the ability of income regression to track the

relevant during the years of stable and fixed exchange rates. Hence the reason no income
regression involving such variable is estimated in the fixed period. Since the main focus of
this emprical study is a test of factors affecting income during the flexible rate regime, the
predictive content ofthe six income regressions is analyzed to determine the best forecast of
GDP growth.

38 SILA2AM reports both statistics in evaluating the accuracy of forecasts. As a rule
of thumb, the smaller the value of the RMSE and Theil's inequality coefficient, the better is
the forecasting performance of the model. For further discussion of these concepts, see
MadaIla's Intmduction to Econometrics (1988) and Theil's Applied Economic Forecasting
(1966).

39 These equations are ~InGDP = a + y~InMl + 0~lnOPCOST + A~lnEXRATE

and ~In GDP = a + y~lnM2 + o~lnEXRATE for monetary aggregates Ml and M2,
respectively.
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relation betweF n the actual and. predicted velocities during the flexible rate period. In the

case of Ml vf;!ocity, the forecast appears to fit well, with relatively small predicted errors

ranging from - 26 percentage point to +.01 percentage point (Table 4.18). Moreover, the

overpredictiof. in some quarters is offset by an underprediction of velocities noted in other

estimation peri.:>as, resulting in the predicted and actual Ml velocities that approximate each

other very well (Figure 4.3).

In contrast, the predicted M2 velocity also appears to approximate well its actual

value despite some sizable misses towards the beginning of 1990. In Figure 4.4 the

divergence bet·.yeen actual and predicted values ofM2 velocities becomes more pronounced

as the forecasting horizon lengthens. One possible explanation is that since the late 1990, the

growth ofnominal GDP appears to have slowed down. The slower income growth is then

reflected in a lower value ofactual velocity than the predicted velocity which is based on the

forecasted vabes of income.

Thus, taken together, the empirical model provides two useful observations. For one,

the estimated income regressions used to carry out the empirical investigation in this study

are able to predict changes in Ml and M2 velocities during the flexible rate period40
•

Moreover, the ~edictions ofthe income model can be applied to make accurate forecasts of

velocities. Second, the earlier view that argues for the use of exchange rate as important

indicator ofaggregate demand, in addition to money stock, is ably supported by the empirical

40 Since the income regressions under the fixed rate period do not yield consistent
estimates and fit, no forecasts of velocities based on these regressions are made. In contrast,
forecasting th.~ velocities in the flexible period is undertaken in view of the good results
obtained in our initial regression runs.
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results. Our implied forecasts ofM! and M2 velocities in Figures 4.3-4.4 confinn this.

When the forecasted values of GDP are derived from an income model that includes the

exchange rate. the predicted and actual values of velocities tend to be fairly close. This, in

a way, validat~s the empirical significance of income relationships that are examined in this

study.
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TABLE 4.17
EVALUATION OF GDP GROWTH FORECASTS

=
Rcgression Root Mean Theil's Inequality R2 bctween actual and

Squared Error Coefficient predicted values

Fixed Period
(1966.1-1973.2)

Ml .0060 .490 .53

Ml +EXRATE* .0059 .478 .56

M2* .0078 .596 .31

M2+EXRATE .0086 .695 .25

Flexible Period
(1982.1-1991.4)

Ml .0045 .561 .63

Ml+EXRATE .0036 .472 .73

Ml+WORLD .0035 .461 .75

Ml +OPCOST .0037 .488 .72

Ml +EXRATE+ .0025 .342 .86
OPCOST*

Ml + OPCOST + .0033 .435 .78
WORLD

M2 .0050 .669 .47

M2+EXRATE* .0036 .479 .74

M2+WORLD .0042 .554 .65

M2+0PCOST .0059 .789 .38

M2+EXRATE+ .0037 .498 .73
OPCOST

M2+0PCOST+ .0038 .503 .71
WORLD

* Best GDP forecasts
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TABLE 4.18.
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ACTUAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF VELOCITY

Flexible Rate Period: 1982.1-1991.4

Period! 11 In (Ml Velocity)" 11 In (M2 Velocity)b

Quarter Predictedd Error Actual Predicted Error

1982.1 -.0036 -.0029 -.0007 -.0364 -.0344 -.0020

1982.2 -.0212 -.0221 .0009 -.0155 -.0065 -.0090

1982.3 -.0294 -.0307 .0013 -.0295 -.0170 -.0125

1982.4 -.0611 -.0585 -.0026 -.0213 -.0191 -.0023

1983.1 -.0078 -.0073 -.0005 -.0415 -.0408 -.0007

1983.2 -.0069 -.0091 .0022 -.0036 -.0101 .0065

1983.3 -.0096 -.0070 -.0026 -.0038 -.0034 -.0004

1983.4 .0009 .0023 -.0014 -.0025 -.0107 .0082

1984.1 .0085 .0083 .0002 .0067 .0052 .0015

1984.2 -.0037 -.0038 .0001 -.0054 -.0026 -.0028

1984.3 -.0041 -.0039 -.0002 -.0109 -.0090 -.0019

1984.4 -.0064 -.0061 -.0003 -.0196 -.0190 -.0006

1985.1 -.0167 -.0165 -.0002 -.0199 -.0254 .0055

1985.2 ·.0183 -.0199 .0016 -.0093 -.0063 -.0030

1985.3 -.0243 -.0231 -.0012 -.0127 -.0113 -.0014

1985.4 -.0231 -.0222 -.0009 -.0104 -.0066 -.0038

1986.1 .0055 -.0088 .0143 .0135 .0068 .0067

1986.2 -.0387 -.0388 .0001 -.0125 -.0271 .0146

1986.3 -.0399 -.0392 -.0007 -.0247 -.0276 .0028

1986.4 -.0375 -.0370 -.0005 -.0173 -.0135 -.0038
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TABLE 4.18.. (Continued)
PERCEN:'AGE CHANGE IN ACTUAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF VELOCITY

Flexible Rate Period: 1982.1-1991.4

Period! /). In (Ml Velocity)· /). In (M2 Velocity)b

Quarter Actuale Predictedd Error" Actual Predicted Error

1987.1 -.0208 -.0218 .0010 -.0050 -.0061 .0011

1987.2 -.0043 -.0036 -.0007 .0064 .0088 .0024

1987.3 .0098 .0107 .0009 .0043 .0062 .0019

1987.4 .0036 .0027 .0009 .0044 .0033 .0011

1988.1 .0032 .0009 .0023 -.0099 -.0115 .0016

1988.2 -.0080 -.0073 -.0007 -.0079 -.0072 -.0007

1988.3 -.0065 -.0025 -.0040 -.0015 .0024 -.0039

1988.4 .0029 .0020 .0009 -.0020 -.0061 .0041

1989.1 .0100 .0063 .0037 .0029 -.0020 .0049

1989.2 .0156 .0139 .0017 .0010 -.0040 .0050

1989.3 -.0013 .0030 -.0043 -.0137 -.0092 -.0045

1989.4 -.0127 -.0110 -.0017 -.0177 -.0131 -.0046

1990.1 -.0063 -.0071 .0008 -.0121 -.0118 -.0003

1990.2 -.0075 -.0135 .0006 -.0055 -.0112 .0057

1990.3 -.0095 -.0082 -.0013 -.0076 -.0062 -.0014

1990.4 -.0133 -.0073 -.0060 -.0130 -.0066 -.0064

1991.1 -.0208 -.0192 -.0016 -.0155 -.0115 -.0040

1991.2 -.0187 -.0251 .0064 -.0098 -.0118 .0020

1991.3 .0133 -.0166 .0033 .0045 -.0021 .0066

1991.4 -.0113 -.0019 .0094 .0043 -.0069 .0026
NOTES:
a. GDP forecasts obtained from: AlnGDP = a + yAlnMl + ~alnOPCOST + AAlnEXRATE.
b. GDP forecasts obtained from: Aln GDP = a + ya!nM2 + <I AlnEXRATE.
c. Aln actual velocity = aIn actual GDP - Aln actual money supply.
d. aln predictc'd velocity = aln predicted GDP - aln actual money supply.
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The forecasted values of GDP are obtained from the income regression:
Am GDP = 0:+ yAlnMl + oAlnOPCOST + AAlnEXRATE, based on the RMSE and
Theil's criteria for best forecast.

Figure 4.3

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ACTUAL AND PREDICTED
Ml VELOCITY: 1982.1-1991.4
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The forecasted values of GDP are obtained from the income regression:
Aln GDP = a + y AlnMl + o..1.lnEXRATE, based on the RMSE and Theil's criteria for
best forecast.

Figure 4.4

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ACTUAL AND PREDICTED
M2 VELOCITY: 1982.1-1991.4
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study has examined the effect of the dollar exchange rate and world money

supply on domestic aggregate demand in the United States during the 1980s. It has been

shown that in addition to domestic money (M2), the dollar exchange rate and the dollar value

of world money provide useful infonnation on the growth of nominal income that is

independent of the effects conveyed by purely domestic monetary aggregates. Popular

discussions indicate that the increased confidence placed on foreign monetary variables in

influencing the domestic economy is not misplaced. The rapidly changing structure of the US

internation;tl economic position and the persistent and large swings in the value ofthe dollar

in recent years have provided new dimension for analyzing the role of international factors on

the domestic economy. In fact, the more specific focus of this paper's argument is that the

dollar value of world nominal balances is an important detenninant of nominal aggregate

demand.

As shown in chapter 2, the decline in MI velocity and the dramatic movements in the

dollar exchange rate are the two important monetary developments in the 1980s. Since 1982

the velocity ofMl demand has gone through substantial swings, thus calling into question the

use ofMl as a policy target. The relationship between Ml and nominal GDP that supports

monetary targetting based on Ml in earlier decades suddenly disappeared, and along with it,

the ability of domestic monetary aggregates to explain nominal income growth. This
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breakdown in Ml-nominal GDP relationship made the conduct of monetary policy more

problematic, and policy makers reacted by looking at other aggregates as monetary targets.

The s~ift to M2 demand as policy guide in 1987 is consistent with this policy

consensus that questioned Ml demand as predictor of nominal income. In contrast, the

behavior ofM2 velocity is relatively stable and appears to account for the observed positive

relationship b~tween money and income over the business cycle. During the 1980s

fluctuations in .M2 coincide with those in nominal GDP, and using the criterion that monetary

policy immediltely affects domestic aggregate demand, then M2 can be considered a better

predictor of monetary policy. Evidence that support this view ofthe empirical regularity of

M2 demand is examined in chapter 2.

Anoth~r important issue examined is the behavior ofthe dollar exchange rate in the

1980s. Earlier during the 1960s most monetarists assumed that the flexible system would

allow for differential adjustment in inflation rates in the world, thus allowing each country to

have independrnt control of its own domestic macroeconomic policy. But since the shift to

flexible exchange rates in 1973, the insulation property of the system did not seem to work

well as advocates of flexible rates have anticipated. The persistent and large swings in the

dollar exchang~ rate in the 1980s does not only affect the resource allocation and output mix,

but more importantly, they have brought into focus the increased importance of international

factors in the domestic economy.

As aIre.ady been argued, the large fluctuations in the value of the dollar exchange rate

in recent year~ cannot be taken as a realistic possibility. Obviously the dollar exchange rate

is expected to, move under the flexible system but not to the extent of a 40 percent
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depreciation ever since the shift from fixed to flexible system was made. Under these

circumstances it's possible that the international transmission ofbusiness cycle can stilI occur,

primarily through changes in exchange rates that affect each country's traded goods sector.

The global manetarist model is developed in chapter 3 to account for the influence of

exchange rate movements on domestic economy. In particular, as the Dornbusch model

shows, the domestic price level can be influenced not only by domestic money supply but also

by foreign money supply and exchange rate. This is the basis of empirical investigation in

chapter 4. Th(" effect ofdomestic money (M2), world money and exchange rate on domestic

GDP in the US during the 1980s is examined, and in general, the results are consistent with

this view of interdependence under the flexible rate system. From 1982.1 to 1991.4, the

growth rates (with suitable lags) in the dollar exchange rate and the dollar value of world

money supply are able to predict the growth rate in domestic GDP.

Clearly, the dollar exchange rate appears to be the most important variable in the

income regression. After accounting for the marginal contributions ofM2 growth on growth

of domestic GDP, changes in the dollar exchange rate remain highly significant and tend to

enhance the overall fit of the model. This supports the argument that the exchange rate has

an independent effect on income, over and above the information that domestic money (M2)

contains. In fact, the effect ofworld money supply on domestic GDP becomes significant

only ifit is adjusted for exchange rate fluctuations. Thus what matters most in determination

of domestic aggregate demand is not world money per se but the dollar value of world

money.
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The preceding analysis suggests two important policy implications. For one, the

exchange rate ofthe dollar can be used as additional predictor ofnominal aggregate demand

in the United States. In view of the wide gyrations in the value of the dollar in recent years,

it is but appro!,riate to consider the available information in the foreign exchange market as

inputs in predi(,ting inco.ne. Moreover, since the dollar exchange rate affects the dollar value

ofworld money, it is possible that world monetary conditions may also impact on domestic

aggregate demand. While the importance ofdomestic money as predictor ofnominal GDP

cannot be ov~remphasized, changes in world nominal balances may provide additional

information as to how appropriate targets for nominal income growth can be set. As the

controversial ,,~Iocity issue in the 1980s has shown, predicting domestic income with purely

domestic monrtary variables as explanatory variables may not be enough given the increasing

influence ofint;:rnational factors under the flexible rate system. It appears that world money

supply is also equally important in domestic income determination. This is the basis ofglobal

monetarism as argued in this study.

Anothor implication of this study is the role of exchange rate in the proper conduct

of government policies. To the extent that flexible rates have influenced the economy in

recent years, the information provided by the foreign exchange market can be used to gauge

whether the existing monetary policy or fiscal policy was too tight or too easy. The

appreciation ofthe dollar in the early 1980s, for example, suggests how the Federal Reserve

could have uSHi this signal to mitigate the severity of the 1982 recession in the United States.

In view of the large fiscal deficits in the period, the Fed should have monetized the deficits

by increasing the the money supply to prevent the upward pressure on the dollar. In any case,
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the "overvalued" dollar was giving a right signal that an expansionary monetary policy was

warranted (McKinnon 1982).

Thus, in conclusion, this study has shown that considerations of the dollar exchange

rate and world money supply are important in predicting domestic income in the United

States. The results presented in this paper are preliminary evidence in support of global

monetarism. Future research that takes into account better estimation technique and

improvement in the measurement of the dollar exchange rate and world money supply

variables is expected to provide better results.
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